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Student Union considers $50 activities fee 
Ed Klein 
Student organization funding 
by select Jesuit universities: 
Assistant News Editor 
A new fee could soon be 
attached to tuition statement 
at John Carroll University as 
the Student Union Funding 
Committee introduced a pro-
posal to assess a $50 student 
activities fee to each under-
graduate student. 
posed by the Funding Comma-
tee, will permit "the individual 
student I to]allot his/her money 
in any combmation of three 
votes" Each student would be 
permitted to allot approxi-
mately 50 percent of their i ndJ-
vidual fee to theorganization(s) 
of their choice 
ing thetr responstbtl tty to fund 
student activities." 
The proposal cites a "sav-
ings of $30,000 which is cur-
rently allocated to clubs and 
organizations," as a benefit to 
the university enrollment between 2,900-3,700 
Canisius College · $314,000 
Creighton University $300,000 
University of Scranton $288,000 
Fairfield University $218,500 
Seattle University $155,449 
Gonzoga University $150,000 
"This is a big step to total 
student empowerment over 
funding,"saidChrisBeato,Stu-
dent Union prestdent. "The 
committee has worked very 
diligently on this proposal," 
and "hopefully this will go to 
a referend urn vote, tocoi ncide 
with the general election." 
Acknowledging that orga ni-
zanons with a large member-
ship could earn more funding 
than less popular organiza-
tions, Beato said, and that the 
processcould wrn imoa "popu-
larity contest." 
The remaining funds would 
be distributed to organizations 
through theSABBasin the past. 
"Money raised by thestudent 
activities fee will go through 
on-campus accounts, and be 
governed by the same rules as 
usual," Beato sa td. 
"I question how the univer-
sny will allocate the surplus 
$30, 000," satd sophomore 
Steve Beaudry. 
Amongrheothercited ben-
efits of the proposal to the unt-
versity are increased funding 
forstudemorganizations, bet-
ter representatiOn of John Car-
roll atschool,communityand 
national events, and an in-
crease in students' apprecia-
uon of John Carroll's jesUit 
heritage. 
Loyola of New Orleans $90,000 
"This[proposallwill gener-
ate approximately $175,000 
per year for clubs, organiza-
tions, and special events." lf 
passed, the money would be 
divided as follows: 
-$61,250 to Student Union 
sponsored events; 
The Student Union would 
continue to be funded by the 
university. Barry MacEntee, 
vice president of the Student 
Union said, "the university has 
a responsib1\ n y tof und 51 udem 
governm . l. y re i nor-
junior john Dugan said, 
"last year .. Second City cost 
$3,000." The popular comedy 
troupe came to campus with 
the collaboration of various 
student organizations In -
creased funding for "b1gger, 
better, and more on-campu 
evem~" WOl~uted a., a benf 11 to 
John Carroll University $70,000 - $85,312 to Budget Ba !lot; 
-$28,437 to the Student Ac· 
Information complied by Student Union reports tivlties Budget Board. 
The udget a O£, a pro- F 
Freshman skates at U.S. 
National Championships 
Clare Taft makes you that much better."· 
Celebrating King's 
birthday at Carroll 
Assistant News Editor 
Eleven years of hard work and training 
paid off for john Carroll University fresh-
man Emily Freedman, as she qualified to 
skate at the United Stares Figure Skating 
Champwnships held in Philadelphia, Penn 
last week. 
Freedman finished 14th overall in herfirst 
triptothechampionships,competingagainsr 
a fteld of skaters including such household 
names as Michelle Kwan and Tara Lipinski. 
The 18-year-old has been a national com-
petitor six out of the last eight years, but only 
this year has she qualified for the National 
ChampiOnships as a senior skater, said Sue 
Freed man, Emily's mother. 
Togeuothe senior level, Freedman had to 
demonstrate hel"skating skills for a panel of 
JUdges who would then decide what levels he 
belonged in 
The nauonal figure skating champion-
shtps are dtvided mto three levels, novice, 
junior and senior. Competing at each level 
requires certain elements to be added to a 
skater's program. 
Skating at the semor level required this 
Lakewood native to skate several hours a day, 
five days a week at Winter hurst SkattngR1nk 
m Lakewood. There, she trains with her 
coaches of ten years, Glyn Watts and 1960 
Olympic Medalist Carol Heissjcnkms. Both 
also coach v~teran skater Tom a Kwtatkowskt, 
a former U.S. silver and bronze medalist. 
Kwtatkowski placed fourth at the champi-
onships this year. 
"Skaung wtth a more experienced skater 
hke Ton1a made for competitive training." 
freedman said. "She gave me someone to 
look to fora competitiveedge and drive to try 
harder. Skaung with someone like that 
Although Freedman has been to novice 
and junior national competitions, she de-
scribed the senior competition as a totally 
different experience. 
"Nothing can really totally prepare you 
for the huge arena that the U.S. Figure Skat-
ing Championships are held in," Freedman 
said. "The audience issoinvolvedand reacts 
to everything the skater does. There was 
definitely a sense of awe. When skating in 
front of such a large crowd there is nowhere 
to hide." 
The U.S. Figure Skating Championships 
provided another new experience for Freed-
man- a nationally televised performance. 
Freedman was told by her coaches Satur-
day,Ja n. 10, the day of her program, that she 
would be televised 
"Being on television made me nervous, 
surprised and excited all at the same time," 
Freedman said. 
Qualifying for the national co'mpetiuon 
is a progression that requires a skater to do 
well in local, regional and sectional compe-
titions. In December, Freedman placed 3rd 
out of 15 at the Senior Ladies Midwestern 
Figure Skati ng Championships. This al-
lowed hertoadvance to the NattonalCham-
pionships. Skating at this level is something 
that Freedman hopes to contmue. 
"This was my first year skanngat the U.S. 
Figure Skating Championship at the na-
tional level," Freedman said. "I consider it a 
trial year, and hopefully I'll improvefor next 
year." 
Training for the future includes training 
for the Olympics. Freedman is hoping that 
while continuing to improve, she will be 
able to place in the top lO at the next na-
see FREEDMAN, page 2 
Clare Taft 
Ed Klein 
Assistant News Editors 
Song, poerry,storytelling,dance and 
drumming filled a packed Kulas Audi-
torium Tuesday night to illuminate the 
spirit and dreams of the fallen civil 
rights leader, Rev. Dr. Martin Luther 
King,Jr. 
To highlight the tribute. john Car-
roll University'sOfficeof Multicultural 
Affairs and International Studies Cen-
ter, the evening's sponsor, presented 
"Dance Afrika Dance,"agroupthatcel-
ebrates the culture of West Africa 
through performance. 
The men, women and children who 
com prtse"Dance Afrika Dance,"whtch 
formed in 1992 to provide instruction 
for families wanting to celebrate the 
Africanheritage,entertamed the audi-
ence with traditional songs and inter-
pretive dances. 
ln honor of King's teaching, protect-
ing, and providing as a father figure to 
African Amencan people, the perfor-
mance was named "Baba Kmg," Wtth 
"Baba" translating into father m the 
Yoruba language. 
The dancers provided a vtsual im-
age to accompany the smgmg and 
storytelling. Through their move-
ments, they acted what was bemgsung. 
Their traditional ethntc costumes 
included beads, tassels and bell~ on 
their ankles. 
"Everyone was cheering. clapping 
and dancmg along," said Maryanne 
Vizmeg, a John Carroll sophomore. 
"The costumes were beauuful. The 
'Dance Afrika Dance" 
whole performance was so lively and 
interesting." 
On a more somber note, "Dance 
Afrika Dance" showed a short film 
which depleted police brutality and 
force dunng civil rights demonstra-
tions, illustrating the struggle Dr King 
champtoned. Members of the ensemble 
carried placardsdepictmgactvil rights 
demonstration. 
Severa 1 Car roll students, such as se-
nior Lisa Viscusi, read poetry by Af n-
can American poets Vtscusi read 
Gwendolyn Brooks' poem. Negro Hero, 
which she said is about "Af ncanAmeri-
can people gt\·ing up rhings and hard- l 
ships," paralleling Dr Kmg·s sacnftce 1 
of his own life almost 30 years .tg:..___j 
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News Briefs 
Buddy Swim 
Volunteers are needed for a new program which pairs students 
with mentally retarded children. Buddy Swim involves twenty-
five mentally retarded children who will come to john Carrolls 
swimmmg pool every Wednesday night from 7 to 8:30p.m. for 
water activities. Buddy Swim begins Feb. 4 and lasts unnl the end 
of the spring semester. Volunteers need only a towel, a swim suit 
and time to play. Buddy Swim is not swimming lessons for the 
children, but a chance for them to play in the water. There will be 
a mandatory training session on Wednesday,j an. 28,from 7 to8:30 
p.m at the pool. Those interested can call Knstin at 397-5380. 
MBA Open House 
Anyone interested in a full- or part-time MBA program is en-
couraged to attend an open house of the Amencan Assembly of 
Colleg1are Schools of Business (AACSB). Admission representa-
tives from local AACSBaccredited schools including Bowling Green 
Stare University, Case Western Reserve University, John Carroll 
University, Kent Stare Umversity, Miami University, Ohio State 
University, Wright State University, Xavier University, and the 
Umversities of Akron, Cincinnati and Dayton will be present to 
share information . The open houses will be held at the Holiday Inn 
at 1-77 and Rockside Roads,Jan. 20 from 5:30 to 7:30p.m., and at the 
Holidaylnn Metroplex at 1-80 at Rt.I93 in Youngstown,Jan. 2lfrom 
5 to 7 p.m. For more information, call (330) 972-7043. 
New GYN dinic 
The Health Services at john Carroll University will be opening 
a GYN clmic beginning Feb. 3. Health Services physician, Dr. 
Brenda Stringer. will see fe ma le students with gynecological con-
cerns. PAP testing and breast exams will be offered between 3 and 
4:30p.m. No appointments are necessary. 
JCU Concert Choir CD 
The Univesity Concert Choir will be making professional re-
cordings on jan. 26 of the selections performed at the Christmas 
Carroll Eve concert. The performance will be digital! y recorded 
and sold as tapes for$12and CDsfor$17. Proceeds from the sale will 
fund future choir tours and performances. Anyone interested in 
purchasing these tapes may contact E. james Kotora,choral direc-
tor, by campun.Wl 01\\aa. lbama.iled wtdt' · ..... -L. 
SU Appointments 
The Student Union appomted Tom Kahl and Matt Tunno on 
Tuesday to the positions of junior Class Off -<:am pus Senators were 
fill ed by the appointments of Torn Kahl and Man Tunno. The 
vacancies were caused by the promotion of Joan Kunz to vice 
president and the resignation of Brock Bryzgot. 
Greek Council Elections 
A11 sororitiesandfraternitiesarereminded that Greek Council 
elections will be held on Thursday,Jan. 29 at 5 p.m. in the Wolf and 
Pot In addition to the elections, plans for Greek Week will be 
discussed . Any questions can be directed to Director of Student 
A tivities,lisa Heckman,at397-4401. 
Newsbriefs were compiled by Clare Taft, Asst. News Editor 
Last Chance 
to Prepare for the 
April MCAT! 
Huny!! 
Seats are filling fast for the January 22 and f 
Jamaary 28 class sessions. 1 
call today to enroll In the #1 MCAT prep course. j 
•:t;IQI;I~• 
1-IU·ICAP·TEST 
-.kaplan.com 
: 
j 
l 
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NEWS The carroll News, January 22,1998 
New semester brings changes to 
campus radio station 
Megan Hetman 
Staff Reporter 
Students who tune in to john 
Carroll Umversity's radio station 
will notice a few changes this se-
mester 
The station, at 88.7 on the FM 
dial, changed 1ts official call let-
ters from WUJC to WJCU. And 
the station now broadcasts 24 
hours a day, four hours longer than 
its previous on-air time. 
With additional hours every-
day, the station has extended each 
show from two to three hours. 
"We were at the point where 
the station had been growing from 
all angles," said Chris Tye, WJCU 
station manager and john Carroll 
senior. "I think this is a great time 
for ustoexpand both our program-
ming and our overall image via 
our call letters." 
For years, though, the radio sta-
tion has been in a struggle with 
campus security to broadcast 24 
hours a days, said Pat Butler, WJCU 
production d1rector and john Car-
roll junior. 
Security normal! y closes the 
Dj. Lombardo Student Center at 3 
a.m., and since the station is lo-
cated there, this required the en-
tire staff to leave, Butler said. 
WJCU and campus security 
we ref ina lly able to negotiate a deal 
this year, allowing one staff per-
son to conti nue broadcasting all 
night, Butler said. 
Program director and John Car-
roll senior, Rome! Glorioso, said , 
"We've made it longer so the lis-
Freedman places 14th at Nationals 
continued from page 1 
tiona! competition. This will a l-
low her to receive international a t-
tention. 
Once she enters the interna-
tional spotlight, there is the possi-
bilityof skating in the 20020lym-
picGames. 
Skaters who reach the top ten 
at the national championships are 
able to skate in other international 
competitions as well. 
Wh ile wairi ngfor rhe"ultimate 
goal" of the Olympics, Freedman 
is taking classes atjCU. 
She chose to attend John Car-
roll because it is close enough to 
her Lakewood home that tenabled 
her to do something that was very 
important: stay with her coaches. 
"I've been training with Carol 
and Glyn for so long that it meant 
a lot to me to be able to go to college 
where I could continue training at 
Winterhurst," Freedman said . 
But location was not her only 
reason for choosing john Carroll. 
• As a pre-med biology major, l felt 
that john Carroll wasagood.school 
and I felt very comfortable on cam-
pus," Freedman said. 
As for her plans for the future 
outside of skating, Freedman is 
considering sports medicine. 
"This year I have been trying to 
balance school and ska ting ," 
Freedman said. 
Eleven years ago, she was 
drawn to the sport through her 
older brother and sister's involve-
ment. 
Freedman displayed an obvi-
ous talent that was encouraged 
by her coaches early on in her ca-
reer. She has found skat ing fairly 
easy and interesting from when 
she began skating. 
But, there were times when she 
was tempted to quit skat ing. 
"There are per iods when you 
have a few rough compet itions 
that you don't skate well in, a nd it 
seems like quitting would be the 
easiest thing," Freedman said. 
•A fewyearsago, perfecting my 
double axel, a verydifficulljump, 
was discouraging. l had a hard 
time learning it and considered 
quitting," Freedman said. 
Bur skating rema ined and has 
provided Freedman an escape 
from stress. 
"Even time off fo r injuries 
makes me bored without skating 
as part of my day to day routine," 
Freedman said. 
"Although skating is a large 
part of my life, and at times it can 
be draining, it is more a chance to 
relieve stress from school and have 
a good time doing something I 
love, than a burden," Freedman 
said . 
Do you have a favorite teacher? 
teners get an extra hour of what 
they tuned in to hear." 
"Two hours flies by, but three 
hours is just long enough," Butler 
said 
Butler also sa1d it is merely a 
coinciden ce that all of these 
changes came at the same time. 
"We've always wanted to change 
our call letters and we finally got 
approval from the FCC [Federal 
Communicattons Commission!." 
he said . 
Although the station has 
rcconstucred its format, loyal lis-
teners can rest assured that their 
favorite music will still be played 
on WJCU 
"lf you like what you've heard 
before, then you'll love what you 
hear now," Tye said. 
FEE 
continued from page :1. 
the student body. 
"The most important thing," 
Beato said, is to increase funding 
for student organizations. 
According to the data collected 
by the com mittee,com pared to the 
other 28 j esuit universities, Jo hn 
Carroll allots the least amount of 
funding to student activities, yet 
has the median number of under-
graduate students. Twenty-one of 
the universities have a student ac-
t ivities fee, ranging from $28.50 to 
$415. 
Should the Student Union pass 
the proposal, it will appear as a 
referendum in the upcoming elec-
tions. 
Interested 
in writing 
for The 
Carroll 
News? 
Call 
397-1711 
Lucrelia Culicchia Award for Teaching Excellence 
in the 
College of Arts and Sciences 
john Carroll University 
Nominations will be accepted from /anUilry 12 through February 9, 1998 
NominationS' should include the following: 1) A letter of nomination which should include a 
statement and/or documentation that the nominee has made a distinct difference in the teaching 
·c!P.Date of the College of Arts and Sciences in such areas as: model classroom teaching, campus 
leadership on teaching issues, pioneering teaching methodology~ creative course development 
and/or instructional support;~) Letters fr?m at least three John Carroll University students who 
have taken at least one class Wlth the nommee; and 3) letters from two faculty colleagues. Also1 
letters of support from alumni would be welcome. • 
Nominations should be submitted to the Office of the Dean1 College of Arts and Sciences no later 
than Monday. Fcbruarr 91 1998 •. The award will be presente~ at the first faculty meefutg of the 
College of Arts and Scaences dunng the fall tenn. If further information is needed
1 
contact.the 
Office of the Dean at 3974215. 
The Carroll News, January 22, 1998 
Five new Jesuits 
join John Carroll 
Denise Glaros 
News Editor 
In fulfilling his mission of 
bringing more Jesuits 10 cam pus, 
Rev John J Shea, SJ has brought 
five of them to john Carroll Uni-
versity this semester. 
. Rev. Gregory N.P Konz, SJ, of 
the Californ ia Province, came tO 
John Carroll from the doctoral 
studies department at St. Louis 
University. 
Konz will join JCU's Depart-
ment of Management, Markeung 
and Logistics. 
Rev. W Norris Clarke, SJ., of 
the New York Province, was pro-
fessor emeritus at Fordham Uni-
versny. He will be aj esuit visiting 
scholar in the Philosoph y depart-
ment during the spri ng semester. 
Rev. john C. Haughey, Sj., of 
the Maryland Province, was a pro-
fessor of theology at Loyola Uni-
versit y of Chicago. He will be at 
JCU for the spring semester as the 
Touhy Cha ir Lecturer in the Reli-
gio us Studies department. 
Rev. Gary M. Gunler,Sj., of the 
New York Province, will be atJCU 
for the calendar year as the M.Uer 
Chair professor in the Classics de-
partment 
Rev Emmanuel M.Carreira ,S j., 
who has visited john Carroll for 
many years, has returned again for 
an entire year in the Physics de-
partment. 
"We are especially fortunate to 
have these young men join us," said 
David LaGuardia, assistant aca-
demic vice president. "They were 
sought after fr9.m all over and 
Carroll 's repUtation is excellent." 
In add ition to these five men, 
three other jesui ts joined the John 
Carroll com munity last semester. 
Rev. Stephen Krupa, S.j., came 
to JCU's department of religious 
studies from the Detroit Province, 
Rev. Francis X. Ryan , Sj., came to 
the English department from the 
Missouri Province, and Brother 
Michael Nusbaum, Sj.,joinedJohn 
Carroll's office of student affairs 
from the Detroit Province. 
Ed Klein, assistant news editor; 
con tributed to this qrticle. 
"We are especially fortunate to have 
these young men join us. They were 
sought after from all over and Carroll's 
reputation is excellent." David LaGuardia 
NEWS 
Body shop fire In 
Cleveland 
Heights leaves 
damage 
Denise Glaros 
News Editor 
Nearly 71 fire personnel and 
540,000 gallons of water were 
needed to exungutsh a fire that 
broke out at the Motorcars Group 
body shop on Mayfie ld Rd Friday 
night. The blaze collapsed the 
body shop's roof and buried 35 
veh1cles under concrete. 
Fire offlcia ls said paint, gaso-
line and parked cars on the shop 
grounds fueled the Hre, requiring 
fire units from surrounding sub-
urbs suc h as Unive rsity Heights, 
South Euclid, East Cleveland and 
Pepper Pike to battle it. 
Thefirealsospread to a nearby 
apartmen t building,substantially 
damaging six suites on the third 
and fourth floors. No persons were 
injured in the fire, which Cleve· 
land Heights Mayor Edward 
Kelley said "ranked almost 2,000 
degrees in heat and multitude." 
But , fi re officia ls evacuated all 
21 suites despite mini mal damage. 
Many of the tenants on less dam-
aged floors were able to gather 
some of their belongings Satur-
day. 
Kelly Reagan, owner of Apex 
Rent-A-Car, had taken six cars to 
the shop for repairs and est imated 
his loss at about $45,000. Total 
losses from the fi re have not deter-
mined yet. 
The cause of thefire is still un-
der investigation. 
3 
1iiE CARROU NEWS 
invites all interested students to 
attend an informational m eting 
ahout opportunities available at the 
student newspaper Wednesday, 
January 28 at8 pm in the Canoll 
News offices in the D.]. Lombardo 
Stud nt Center. 
Available positions 
include: writers and 
editors for news, 
entertainment, opinion 
and features; 
photographers; 
canoon~~;~youtand 
design; and sales 
representatives. 
call 397-1711 
... WJCU ... Spring '98 Program Guide . . . WJCU • • • 
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News Briefs 
Buddy Swim 
Volunteers are needed for a new program which pairs students 
with mentally retarded children. Buddy Swim involves twenty-
five mentally retarded children who will come to John Carroll's 
swimming pool every Wednesday night from 7 to 8:30p.m. for 
water activities Buddy Swim begms Feb. 4 and lasts until the end 
of the spring semester. Volunteers need only a towel. a swim suit 
and time to play. Buddy Swim is not swimming lessons for the 
children, but a chance for them to play in the water. There will be 
a mandatorytrainingsessionon Wednesday,j an.28, from 7 to8:30 
p.m. at the pool. Those interested can call Kristin at 397-5380. 
MBA Open House 
Anyone interested in a full- or part-ume MBA program is en-
couraged to attend an open house of the American Assembly of 
Colleg•ate Schools of Business (AACSB). Admission representa-
tives[ rom local AACSBaccreditedschools including Bowling Green 
State University, Case Western Reserve University, John Carroll 
University, Kent Stare University, Miami University, Ohio State 
University, Wright State University, Xavier Un•versity, and the 
Universities of Akron, Cincinnati and Dayton will be present to 
share information. The open houses will be held at the Holiday lnn 
at l-77 and Rocks ide Roads,Jan. 20 from 5:30 to 7:30p.m., and at the 
Holidaylnn Metroplex at l-80at Rt.l93 in Youngstown,jan.2lfrom 
5 to 7 p.m. For more information, call (330) 972-7043. 
New GYN Clinic 
The Health Services at john Carroll University will be opening 
a GYN clinic beginning Feb. 3. Health Services physician, Dr 
Brenda Stringer, will see female students with gynecological con-
cerns. PAP testing and breast eKams will be offered between 3 and 
4:30p.m. No appointments are necessary. 
JCU Concert Choir CD 
The Univesi ty Concert Choir wilL be making professional re-
cordings on jan. 26 of the selections per formed at the Christmas 
Carroll Eve concert. The performance will be digitally recorded 
and sold a stapes for$1 2and CDsfor$17. Proceeds from the sale will 
fund future choir tours and performances. Anyone inte rested in 
purchasing these tapes may contact E. james Kotora, choral direc-
tor,byc.ampu.mallOnkn.wlllbe'DW\edwtthta ... u ... ~o. 
SU Appointments 
The Student Union appomted Tom Kahl and Matt Tunno on 
Tuesdaytothepositionsof)uniorClassOff-<:ampusSenatorswere 
filled by the appointments of Tom Kahl and Matt Tunno. The 
vacancies were caused by the promotion of Joan Kunz to vice 
president and the resignation of Brock Bryzgot. 
Greek Council Elections 
All sororities and fraternities are reminded that Greek Council 
elections will be held on Thursday,Jan. 29at5p.m. in the Wolf and 
Por. In addition to the elections, plans for Greek Week will be 
discu55ed. Any questions can be directed to Director of Student 
Activities, Lisa Heckman, at 397-4401. 
News briefs were compiled by Clare Taft, Asst. News Editor 
Last Chance 
to Prepare for the 
April MCAT! 
Huwy!! 
Seats are flllilg fast for the January 22 and f 
Jalllary 28 class sessions. ! 
Call today to eiVOIIIn the #1 MCAT prep course. i 
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NEWS The carroll News, January 22, 1998 
New semester brings changes to 
campus radio station 
Megan Hetman 
Staff Reporter 
Students who tune in to John 
Carroll Umversity's radio station 
will notice a few changes thts se-
mester 
The station, at 88.7 on the FM 
dial, changed ns official call let-
ters from WUJC to WJCU And 
the stat1on now broadcasts 24 
hours a day, four hours longer than 
its previous on-air time. 
With additional hours every-
day, the station hasextend edeach 
show from two to three hours. 
"We were at the point where 
thestation had been growing from 
all angles," said Chris Tye, WjCU 
station manager and john Carroll 
senior. "f think this is a great time 
for ustoexpand both our program -
ming and our overall image via 
our call letters." 
For years, though, the radio sta-
tion has been m a struggle with 
campus security to broadcast 24 
hours a days, said Pat Butler, WJCU 
production director and joh nCar-
roll jumor 
Security normally closes the 
Dj. Lorn bar do Student Center a 1 3 
a.m., and since the stauon is lo-
cated there, th is required the en-
tire staff to leave, Butler said . 
WJCU and campus secu rity 
were finally able to negotiate a deal 
this year, allowing one staff per-
son to continue broadcasting all 
night, Butler said . 
Program director and John Car-
roll senior, Rome! Glonoso, said, 
"We've made it longer so the lis-
Freedman places 14th at Nationals 
continued from page 1 
tiona! competition. This will al-
low her to receive international at-
tention. 
Once she enters the interna-
tional spotlight, there is the possi-
bility of skating in the 20020lym-
picGames. 
Skaters who reach the top ten 
at the nationa !cham pionshipsare 
able to skate in 01her international 
competitions as well. 
While waiting for the"ultimate 
goal" of the Olympics, Freedman 
is taking classes atjCU. 
She chose to attend John Car-
roll because it is close enough to 
her Lakewood home that \tenabled 
her todosomethmg that was ve ry 
important: stay with her coaches. 
"I've been training with Carol 
and Glyn for so long that it meant 
a lot tome to be able to go to college 
where !could continue train ing at 
Winterhurst ," Freedman said. 
But location was not her only 
reason for choosing john Carroll. 
"As a pre-med biology major, I felt 
that john Carroll was a good school 
and I felt verycomfortableon cam-
pus," Freedman said. 
As for her plans for the future 
outside of skating, Freedman is 
considering sports medicine. 
"This year l have been trying to 
balan ce school an d skating," 
Freedman said. 
Eleven years ago, she was 
drawn to the sport through her 
older brother and sister's involve-
ment. 
Freedman displayed an obv i-
ous talent that was encouraged 
by her coaches early on in her ca-
reer. She has found skating fai rly 
easy and interesting from w hen 
she began skati ng. 
But,t here were times when she 
was tempted to quit skating. 
"There are periods when you 
have a few rough competit ions 
that you don't skate well in, and it 
seems like quitting would be the 
easiest thing," Freedman said . 
•Afewyearsago,perfectingmy 
double axel, a very difficuli jump, 
was discouraging. l had a hard 
time learning it and considered 
quitting," Freedman said. 
But skat ing remained and has 
provided Freedman an escape 
from stress. 
"Even time off for injuries 
makes me bored without skati ng 
as part of my day to day routine," 
Freedman said. 
"A !though skating is a large 
part of my life, and at times it can 
be draining, it is more a chance to 
relievestressfromschooland have 
a good time doing something I 
love, than a burden," Freedman 
sa id. 
Do you haue a fauorite teacher? 
teners get an extra hour of what 
they 1 uned in to hear." 
"Two hours flies by, but three 
hours is just long enough," Butler 
said. 
Butler also said it is merely a 
coincidence that all of these 
changes came at the same time. 
"We've always wanted to change 
our call letters and we finally got 
approval from the FCC [Federal 
Communications Commission!," 
he said. 
Although the station has 
reconstucted its format, loyal lis-
teners can rest assured that their 
favorite music will still be played 
on WJCU. 
"lf you like what you've heard 
before, then you'l l love what you 
hear now," Tye said. 
FEE 
continued from page 1 
the student body. 
"The most important thing," 
Beato said, is to increase funding 
for student organizations. 
According to the data collected 
bythecommittee,compared to the 
other 28 jesuit un iversnies, John 
Carroll allots the least amount of 
funding to student ac tivities, yet 
has the median number of under-
graduate students. Twenty-one of 
the universities have a student ac-
tivi ties fee , ranging from $28.50 to 
$415. 
Shou ld the Student Un ion pass 
the proposal, it will appear as a 
referendum in the upcoming elec-
tions. 
Interested 
in writing 
for The 
Carroll 
News? 
Call 
397-1711 
Luerezia Culicchia Award for Teaching fxcellence 
in the 
College of Arts and Sciences 
John Carroll University 
Nominations will be accepted from January 12 through February 9, 1998 
Nominations should include the following: 1) A letter of nomination which should include a 
statement and/or documentation that the nominee has made a distinct difference in the teaching 
-c!Jinate of the College of Arts and Sciences in such areas as: model classroom teaching, campus 
leadership on teaching issues, pioneering teaching methodology, creative course development 
and/or instructional support; ~) Letters fr?m at least three John Carroll University students who 
have taken at least one class wtth the nommee; and 3) letters from two faculty colleagues. Also, 
letters of support from alumni would be welcome. • 
Nominations should be submitted to the Office of the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences no later 
than Monday1 Februarr 9. 1998 •. The award will be presente~ at the first faculty mee~g of the 
College of Arts and Sctences dunng the fall tenn. If further information is needed, contact the 
Office of the Dean at 3974215. 
The Carroll News, January 22, 1998 
Five new Jesuits 
join John Carroll 
Denise Glaros 
News Editor 
In fulfilling his mission of 
bnng•ng more jesuits to campus, 
Rev john J. Shea, SJ has brought 
five of them to John Carroll Uni-
versity this semester. 
. Rev. Gregory N.P Konz , SJ, of 
the California Province, came to 
John Carroll from the doctoral 
studies department a1 St Louis 
Univers ity. . 
Konz will join JCU's Depart-
ment of Managemem, Marketing 
and Logistics. 
Rev W Norris Clarke, Sj., of 
the New York Province, was pro-
fessor emeritus at Fordham Uni-
versity. 'He will beajesuit visiting 
schola r in the Philosophy depart-
ment during the spring se mester. 
Rev. john C Haughey, Sj. , of 
the Maryland Province, was a pro-
fessor of theology at Loyola Uni-
versity of Ch1cago. 'He wi 11 be at 
] CU for the spri ngsemeste r as the 
Touhy Chair Lecturer in the Reli-
gious Studies department. 
Rev. Gary M.Gurtler,SJ,of the 
New York Province, will be atJCU 
for the calendar year as the Miller 
Chair professor in the Classics de-
partment 
Rev. Emmanuel M.Carreira ,Sj., 
who has visited john Carroll for 
many years, has returned again for 
an entire year in the Physics de-
partment . 
"We are especially fortunate to 
have these young men join us," said 
David LaGuardia, assistant aca-
demic vice president. "They were 
sough t after f r~m all over and 
Carroll's reputation is eKcellent ." 
In addition to these five men, 
three other jesuits joined the John 
Carroll community last semester. 
Rev. Stephen Krupa, SJ, came 
to JCU's departmen t of religious 
studies from the Detroit Province, 
Rev. Francis X Ryan, Sj., came to 
the English department from the 
Missouri Province, and Brother 
Michael N usba urn, S.j .,joined John 
Carroll's office of student affairs 
from the Detroit Province. 
Ed Klein, assistant news editor, 
co ntribut ed tot his qrticle. 
"We are especially fortunate to have 
these young men join us. They were 
sought after from all over and Carroll's 
reputation is excellent." David LaGuardia 
NEWS 
Body shop fire in 
Cleveland 
Heights leaves 
damage 
Denise Glaros 
News Editor 
Nearly 71 fire personnel and 
540,000 gallons of water were 
needed to extingUJsh a fire that 
broke out at the Motorcars Group 
body ~hop on Mayfield Rd. Friday 
mght. The blaze collapsed the 
body shop's roof and buried 35 
vehicles under concrete. 
Fire officials said paint, gaso-
lme and parked cars on the shop 
grounds fueled the fire, requiring 
fire units from surrounding sub-
urbs such as University Heights, 
South Euclid, East Cleveland and 
Pepper Pike to battle it. 
The fire also spread to a nearby 
apartment bu i ldi ng,substantially 
damaging six suites on the third 
and fourth floors. No persons were 
injured in the fire , which Cleve-
land Heights Mayor Edward 
Kelley said "ranked a lmost 2,000 
degrees in heat and multitude.· 
But, fire officia Is evacuated all 
2lsuitesdespiteminimaldamage. 
Many of the tenants on less dam-
aged floors were able to gather 
some of their belongings Satur-
day. 
Kelly Reagan , owner of Apex 
Rem-A-Car, had taken six cars to 
the shop for repairs and estimated 
his loss at about $45,000. Total 
lo55esf rom the fire have not deter-
mined yet. 
The cause of the fire is still un-
der investigation. 
3 
DIE CARROU NEWS 
invites all interested students to 
attend an infom1ational meeting 
about opportunities available at the 
student newspaper Wednesday, 
january 28 at 8 pm in the Carroll 
New offices in the DJ. Lombardo 
Student Center. 
Available positions 
include: writers and 
editors.for news) 
entertainmen~ opinion 
and features; 
photographers; 
canoon~~~youtand 
design; and sales 
representatives. 
call 397-1711 
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DYNAM c CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
I 
Starting Salary 
with company car 
ond other benefits 
ALD I Foods, a pioneering leader in the food store 
industry, will be interviewing for the position of 
District Manager Trainee. If you are interested in 
a fast-paced, rewarding future with a rapidly 
expanding organization, please contact your Business 
lacement Office for further information 
and to schedule an interview. 
• ALDI Foods provides an excellent starting salary 
of $50,000 annually, plus 401 K plan, 
health insurance, dental assistance and company car. 
We will be interviewing on campus 
Tuesday, February 24, 1998. Please 
ask about our information dinner to 
be held the evening before the interviews. 
Check out ALDI. 
And quit shopping around. 
EOE M/F. 
w T H A L D 
The Stock-Up Store® 
F 0 0 D STORES 
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Senate restricts abortion 
Sara E. Buss 
World News Editor 
The Ohio State Senate sent two 
bills to Governor George 
Voinovich last week which would 
fun her restrict access to abortions. 
House Bi l\4 21 (HB 4 21 ), spon-
sored by Democrat Jerome F. 
Luebbers of Ctncinnati, required 
unmarried minors seeking abor-
tions to gain permission from one 
of their parents before going 
through with the procedure. 
Lorraine Schmidt, legislative 
assistant for Ohio Right to Life, 
lobbied for both pieces of legisla-
tion. "HB 421 does two things. 
First, it guarantees women seek-
ing abortions a face-to-face meet 
ing24 hours before the procedure," 
Schmidt said. 
This gives th e physici an a 
chance tod iscuss the medica I risks 
of aborti on, as well as tell the 
woman the developmental stage 
of the fetus, she said. Second , HB 
421 requires parental consent for 
those under the age of 18, accord-
ing to Schmidt. 
The law allows for judicial by-
pass, permitting minors to obtain 
permission from a judge if they 
are fearful of telling their parents, 
according to Sc hmidt. 
Mary Ward, Outreach Coordi-
nator at the Academy Medical 
Center, an abortion provider, op-
posed the passage of the bill. " Any-
time you limit access Ito abortion] 
you basically put the health of the 
woman at risk," she said. 
Ward said teens often put off 
telling the ir parents they are preg-
nant , which is harder on the girl. 
In some instances, Ward said , the 
girls are so desperate to keep their 
secret that they have an illegal 
abortion, which increases medi-
cal risks and has even Jed to death. 
A separate bill, House Bill 395 
(HB 395) introduced by Represen-
tative jay Hottinger, a Republican 
from Newark, removes health in-
surance coverage from state em-
ployees who wish to terminate 
their pregnancies, as reported by 
the Columbus Di spatch. 
"[The legislation] won't prevent 
asingleabortion.ltwilljustmake 
abortion more difficult to access," 
Susannah Sagan of the Ohio af-
filiate of the National Abortion 
and Reproductive Action League 
told the Dispatch. 
Senator Leigh Herington de-
clared HB 395 unconstitutional , 
however, the bill_passed with a 23-
10 vote. 
Herington told the Dispatch 
this law could end up costing the 
state more money, due to the added 
cost of prenatal care, the mother's 
hospitalstayand health insurance 
for the resulting unwanted child. 
Schmidt said that HB 395 does 
not prohibi t state employed 
women from getting abortions, 
but eliminates health care cover-
age in the normal state benefit 
plan. Women wishing to receive 
abortion coverage have the option 
of paying additional insurance 
payments, similar to paying for 
elective procedures, such as plas-
tic surgery, according to Schmidt. 
She added, however, that in situ-
ations where the woman's life is in 
danger, the state would cover the 
costs of an abortion. 
A number of Democrats at-
tempted to attach amendments to 
HB 421 and HB 395, including 
Senator jeffrey johnson of Cleve-
land, who sought to eliminate the 
parental consent requi rement 
completely. johnson called for a 
foe us on sexed uca tion to decrease 
the abortion rate. All of the pro-
posed amendments were rejected. 
Ward sa id, "The [legislature] 
can 't overturn Roe v. Wade; they 
can only chip away at it ." 
State senator desires hike in smoking age 
Sara E. Buss 
World News Editor 
' Are you 21) I'm going to need to see some ID.' 
Common words asked at the doors of drinking 
establishments, but if State Senator Grace Drake, an 
admitted social smoker, has her way; it will 
be a question demanded of all people 
wi shing to purchase cigarettes or 
other forms of tobacco. 
The crusade began when 
RobertCrane,a man who 
watched his father die of 
lung cancer, began a group 
calle-d Tobacco to 21, an or-
ganizat iondesigned to educate 
and prevent young people from 
smoking. Crane also smokes. 
repeat offenders would face first degree misdemean-
ors, carrying a fine totaling $1,000. 
If convicted of selling to those under 21 three 
times within 10 years, the store could stand to lose 
their state excise stamps which allows 
them to sell cigarettes. 
While Drake gath -
ered support for her pro-
po ed bi , 10 
Council of Retail Mer-
chants sought introduce 
their own bill to punish 
those under 18 if caught us-
ing tobacco products. 
The group called for pa-
rental notification by a judge 
r,.llo for a first offense, as well as at-
~l:Oi fl,f U tendanceataclassaimedatget-Drake, a Republican from Solon, 
hoped to introduce the bill within the 
next two weeks, according to Plain 
De a let reports. 
10 ,(Jr., ting the smokertoquit. 
~ 0"'"• ~A, ,0 I Second offenses potentially re-
Punishmentsfordisobeying the proposed 
law are stiff. 
I nst conv ictions would be considered a second 
degr.:e misdemeanor, carrying :i $750 fi ne for those 
..:onvictedof sell ing cigarettes to those under2l,and 
quire 3D hours of community ser-
vice, and th irdoffensescouldcarry 
a fine totaling $250. 
If Drake's legislation were to pass, Ohio would be 
the first state to prohibit the sale of tobacco to people 
under 21. 
ot going to the Superbowl? 
Neither are we, but we're selling It! 
.1"""'--, . - . 
~ No crowds, · 
~~~ ~~~~ 
annoying fans, . 
or cheety halftime shows. 
You don•t even need a ticket. 
This Friday only, the lJm Between challe.nges 
you to tackle one of our Bowls. 
Sourdough Breadbowls fllled with plplDJ hot 
New England Clam Chowder or Texas-Style Cblli. 
The Su er8owl isn•t till Sunda but can ou handre our Bowl first? 
5 
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Arrests made in Guatemalan hijack 
Gua tern alan judge Sa I vador Molina ordered one of the four men 
arrested to be held in jail pending the trial for the hijacking of a 
bus carrying a group of American collgestudents. Seven armed 
men hijacked the bus filled with students and faculty of St. 
Mary's College of Maryland last week, and five women were 
raped. The three remaining suspects in custody are currently 
awaiting transfer to Molina 's court district. Guatemalan 
ambassador Pedro Lam pan traveled to St. Mary's City Tuesday 
to offer his sympathies to the college community. 
Martin Luther Kingjr. Day ends in shooting 
A 25-year-old man was shot to death during a Martin Luther King 
Jr.DaymarchinBawnRouge,LaSeveralhundredpeoplemarched, 
many of them students in a marching band formed especially for 
the event Two children, aged ll and nine. were in 'guarded 
condition' at the hospitaL and one six-year old girl was listed in 
critical condition. Police spokesman Don Kelly said he believed 
the shooting was not rac1ally motivated, but the shooung may 
have beentheresultof a personalfightbetweentwoof the marchers. 
Pope makes historical visit to Cuba 
Pope John Paul II arrived in Cuba Tuesday for a five-day visit. 
Security is tight for the visit, and Cuban authorities banned all 
firearms from areas the pope will be visiting. Almost 10,000 
people traveled to Cuba for the historic visit. Cuban-Americans 
credit the pope's return for reuniting them with their families, 
some of whom have been separated for nearly 20 years. Also 
returning is Bishop Eduardo Bozo Masvida, who was expelled 
from the country 37 years ago after F1del Castro took power. 
Qprah vs. the cattle industry 
Oprah Winfrey will be filming in the unlikely dey Ol Amarillo, 
TexasafterbeingsuedbyTexascanlemenwhoallegedherprogram 
on mad cowdisea.secostthecattle lndustry$12 mt!Hon in lost beef 
sales. The program,airedAprill5,1996,focusedonfeedmganlmal 
pans to cattle, wh\ch the public eventually con.sume5 which may 
·~~~· ~i·~~n~Mti~ii~~----\~~~~d~l~~m--·~~~~~ contracting thiS 
that 1th is I has just stopped me cold from eating another burger," 
was misleading. Texas has 'vcggie libel' lawson the books, which 
allowstheagricultureindustrytosueformakingcommentsabout 
their products that could scare potential consumers away. 
World Briefs were compiled by Sara E. Buss, World News Edi-
tor, with the aid ojinternet sources. 
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DYNAM c CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
I 
Starting Salary 
with company cor 
ond other benefits 
ALD I Foods, a pioneering leader in the food store 
industry, will be interviewing for the position of 
District Manager Trainee. If you are interested in 
a fast-paced, rewarding future with a rapidly 
expanding organization, please contact your Business 
lacement Office for further information 
and to schedule an interview. 
• ALDI Foods provides an excellent starting salary 
of $50,000 annually, plus 401 K plan, 
health insurance, dental assistance and company car. 
We will be interviewing on campus 
Tuesday, February 24, 1998. Please 
ask about our information dinner to 
be held the evening before the interviews. 
Check out ALDI. 
And quit shopping around. 
EOE M/F. 
w T H ALD 
The Stock-Up Store® 
F 0 0 D STORES 
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Senate restricts abortion 
Sara E. Buss 
World News Editor 
The Oh10Srate Senate sent two 
bills to Governor George 
Voinovich last week which would 
f unher restrict access to abort ions. 
House Bi II 4 21 CHB 4 21), spon-
sored by Democrat Jerome F. 
Luebbers of Cincinnati , required 
unmarried minors seeking abor-
tions to gain permission from one 
of their parents before going 
through with the procedure. 
Lorraine Schmidt, legislative 
assistant for Ohio Right to Life, 
lobbied for both pieces of legisla-
tion. "HB 421 does two things. 
First, it guarantees women seek-
ing abortions a face-to-face meet-
ing 2 4 hours before the procedure," 
Schmidt said. 
This gives the physician a 
chance todiscussthemedical risks 
of abortion, as well as tell the 
woman the developmental stage 
of the fetus, she said. Second , HB 
421 requires parental consent for 
those underthe age of 18, accord-
ing to Schmidt 
The law allows for judicial by-
pass, permitting minors to obtain 
permission from a judge if they 
are fearful of telling their parents, 
according to Schmidt. 
Mary Ward, Outreach Coordi-
naror at the Academy Medical 
Center, an abortion provider, op-
posed the passageofthe bill." Any-
time you limit access [to abortion] 
you basically put the health of the 
woman at risk," she said. 
Ward said teens often put off 
telling their parents they are preg-
nant, which is harder on the girl. 
ln some instances, Ward said , the 
girls are so desperate to keep their 
secret that they have an illegal 
abortion, which increases medi-
cal risks and has even led to death. 
A separate bill , House Bill395 
(HB 395) introduced by Represen-
tative Jay Hottinger, a Republican 
from Newark, removes health in-
surance coverage from state em-
ployees who wish to terminate 
their pregnancies, as reported by 
the Columbus Dispatch. 
"[The legislation] won't prevent 
asingleabortion. ltwilljustmake 
abortion more difficult to access," 
Susannah Sagan of the Ohio af-
filiate of the National Abortion 
and Reproductive Action League 
told the Dispatch. 
Senator Leigh Herington de-
clared HB 395 unconstitutional, 
however, the bill passed witha23-
10 vote. 
Herington told the Dispatch 
this law could end up costing the 
statemoremoney,duetotheadded 
cost of prenatal care, the mother's 
hospital stay and health insurance 
for the resulting unwanted child. 
Schmidt said that HB 395 does 
not prohibit state employed 
women from getting abortions, 
but eliminates health care cover-
age in the normal state benefit 
plan. Women wishing to receive 
abortion coverage have the option 
of paying additional insurance 
payments, similar to paying for 
elective procedures, such as plas-
tic surgery, according to Schmidt. 
She added, however, that in situ-
ations where the woman's life is in 
danger, the state would cover the 
costs of an abortion. 
A number of Democrats at-
tempted to attach amendments to 
HB 421 and HB 395, including 
Senator jeffrey johnson of Cleve-
land, who sought to eliminate the 
parental consent requirement 
completely. Johnson called for a 
focus on sex education to decrease 
the abortion rate. All of the pro-
posed amendments were rejected. 
Ward said, "The [legislature] 
can't overturn Roe v. Wade; they 
can only chip away at it." 
State senator desires hike in smoking age 
Sara E. Buss 
World News Editor 
·Are you 21? I'm going to need to see some !D.' 
Common words asked at the doors of drinking 
establishments, but if State Senator Grace Drake, an 
admitted social smoker, has her way, it will 
be a question demanded of all people 
wishing ro purchase cigarettes or 
other forms of tobacco. 
The crusade began when 
RobertCrane,a man who 
watched his father die of 
lung cancer, began a group 
cal led Tobacco to 21, an or-
ganization designed toed uca te 
and prevent young people from 
smoking. Cra ne also smokes. 
repeat offenders would facefirst degree misdemean-
ors, carrying a fine totaling $1,000. 
If convicted of selling to those under 21 three 
times within lO years, the store could stand to lose 
their state excise stamps which allows 
them to sell cigarettes. 
While Drake gath-
ered suppon for her pro-
posed bill, 10 
Council of Retail Mer-
chants sought introduce 
their own bill to punish 
those under 18 if caught us-
ing tobacco products. 
The group called for pa-
rental notification by a judge 
r,.Jio for a first offense, as well as at-
Drake, a Republican from Solon, 
hoped to introduce the bill within the 
next two weeks, according to Plain 
Deale1 reports. 
Afel)1 fl1 U tendanceataclassaimedatget-
c 10 .UAf ting the smoker to quit. 
0"q-~>•"~ ,01 Second offenses potentially re-
Punishmentsfordisobeying the proposed 
law are stiff. 
I 1rst convictions would be considered a second 
degr~e misdemeanor, carrying a $750 fine for those 
convicted of selling cigarettes to those under 2l,and 
quire 30 hours of community ser-
vice, and th ird offensescouldcarry 
a fine totaling $250. 
I[ Drake's legislation were to pass, Ohio would be 
the first state to pro hi bit the sale of tobacco to people 
under 21. 
ot going to the Superbowl! 
Neither are we, but we're selling ltl 
/'""J .. - . 
~ . No crowds, 
_.L;.iUn'~ 
annoving fans, . 
or eheety halftime shows. 
You don•t evea need a ticket. 
'Ibis Friday only, tbe Inn Between challenges 
you to tackle one of our Bowls. 
Sourdough Breadbowls filled with plplng hot 
New England Clam Chowder or Texas-Style ChUL 
The Su erBowl isn•t till Sunda but can ou handre our Bowl first? 
5 
• l e I s r 
Arrests made in Guatemalan hijack 
Guatemalan judge Salvador Molina ordered one of the four men 
arrested to be held in jail pending the trialforthe hijacking of a 
buscarryingagroupof Americancollgestudents. Seven armed 
men hijacked the bus filled with students and faculty of St. 
Mary's College of Maryland last week, and five women were 
raped. The three remaining suspects in custody are currently 
awaiting transfer to Molina's court district. Guatemalan 
ambassador Pedro Lam pan traveled to St. Mary's City Tuesday 
to offer his sympathies to the college community. 
Martin Luther KingJr. Day ends in shooting 
A 25-year-old man was shot to death during a Martin Luther King 
Jr. Day march in Baton Rouge, La. Several hundred people marched, 
many of them students in a marching band formed especially for 
the event Two children, aged 11 and nine, were in 'guarded 
condition' at the hospitaL and one six-year old girl was listed in 
critical condition. Police spokesman Don Kelly said he believed 
the shooting was not racially motivated, but the shOoting may 
have been theresultof a personal fight betweentwoof the marchers. 
Pope makes historical visit to Cuba 
Pope john Paul ll arrived in Cuba Tuesday for a five-day visit 
Security is tight for the visit, and Cuban authorilies banned all 
firearms from areas the pope will be vtSitmg. Almost 10,000 
people traveled to Cuba for the historic visit Cuban-Americans 
credit the pope's return for reuniting them with their families. 
some of whom have been separated for nearly 20 years. Also 
returning is Bishop Eduardo Bow Masvida, who was expelled 
from the country 37 years ago after Fidel Castro took power. 
Oprah vs. the cattle industry 
Oprah Winfrey will be filming in the unlikely clry Of Amarillo, 
TexasafterbeingsuedbyTexascanlemenwhoallegedherprogram 
on madcowdiseasecost the cattle industry$12 million in lost beef 
sales. The program,airedAprill5,1996,focusedon feedmganimal 
parts tocaule, wh\ch the public eventually consume:; whi h may 
~~hl~~~~~Aftlfii1~~~~~~~lliil[lolm"~-~~~~~l c:ontractlngthlS 
that 1thlsl has just stopped me cold from eating another burger," 
was misleading. Texashas'veggie libel' lawson the books, which 
allowstheagricultureindustrytosueformakingcommentsabout 
their products that could scare potential consumers away. 
WorUIBriefswere compiled by Sara E.Buss. World News Edi-
tor, with the aid of Internet sources. 
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Driving in a winter wonderland 
l/lc $ Tips for when the weather outside is frightful :ftc 
As we trudge through another 
long wi nlerofsnowd rifts,shiddi ng 
and ice scrapers, we mustapproach 
winter car driving with cautwn 
and preparation. The Ohio Traffic 
Record, the Wisconsin State Patrol 
and Maintenance Crew and Win-
ter Driving Tips by Sookraj pro-
vide helpful hints and allernalive 
strategies so we can drive the sl ich 
roads of Cleveland wrth no fea r-
Before the Storm 
A pre-winter tune-up is a good 
idea to ensure the proper working 
conditions of the radiator, bauery. 
am if reeze and all fluid levels along 
with the exhaust system, heater, 
defroster, wiper blades, washer 
fluid, emergency signals, head-
lights, tires and brakes. Check the 
tread on the tires, since more tread 
on the tires provides more trac-
tion in bad weather. 
Winter Driving Tips 
Before getting in the car, you 
should scrape and brushoff all ice 
and snow so visibility will be as 
clear as possible. Warm the car up 
for at least five minutes before 
moving. 
If your car lock is frozen, heat 
your key with a cigarette lighter 
or matches. The warmed key 
should melr the Ice 
Some general facts about win 
ter dnvmg seem obvious but are 
often forgotten when we actually 
get on the road. 
"The numberone ca useof Win-
ter driving accidents is people 
driving too fast," said David Vieth, 
spokesperson from the office of 
maintenance. "The posted speeds 
are meant for dry summer road 
conditions only" It is also recom-
mended to use extra caution in 
warming temperatures because 
ice can be at 30 degrees and twice 
as slippery as "dry" ice at zero. 
The most common offender of 
winter dnving is the ever dreaded 
skid. "When you lock your brakes, 
you're not driving, you're sled-
ding," sa td jerry Zuhlsdorf. lieu-
tenant of the Wisconsi n State Pa -
trol. ln this situation, you should 
steer first in the direction of the 
skid withoutjerk ingyoursteering 
wheel. As the car comes out of the 
skid, straighten thewheelsorsteer 
slightly in the opposite direction. 
If you can do it swiftly and surely, 
sh1ft into neutral. When you re-
gain control, brake very gemly. 
A guide to game day festivities 
Stacy Miros 
Assistant Features Ed1tor 
As the bigSuperBowlgameday 
approaches, very few John Carroll 
University students are looking 
forward to this televised sport ex-
travaganza. Afterall,nou.oomany 
of us are "Cheese headS" and both 
Clevelanders as well as 
Pitts burghers i').aVe mutual reason 
to dislike Elwayandhisteamfrom 
the mile high city 
Even if this year's Super Bowl 
doesn't give you reason to tune in, 
it is a chance to have a party with 
your friends. Here are some sug-
gestions to help you spice up your 
par y and enjoy the game even if 
your team isn't suiting up. And 
hey,atleast the millions of dollars 
spent on commercials will pro-
duce some good ones. 
As your guests come in, have 
them write their predictions for 
the game on a slip of paper. Atthe 
end of the game, offer prizes, such 
as team pennants or magnets, for 
those who guess the closest. 
Borrow bean bags and, large. 
comfy pi llowsforguests ro lounge 
on. 
• Every football fan needs food: 
set up a serve-yourself table with 
pizza, chips, pretzels and pop. If 
you are off campus and have ac-
cess to a kitchen, offer your guests 
some bbqsandwiches,chili,a po-
tato bar with a variety of toppings 
or tacodip(SEEREC!PE BELOW) 
Have everyone wear jerseys or 
t-shirrs from their favorite learns. 
• Skip the hal f -rime sho : go 
outside and run a few plays with 
your friends, or play some foot-
ball trivia. 
• Have a contest for the JllOSt 
original bowl concept, (ex: ish 
bowl," etc.) 
• Don't let the party end Yjhen 
the game does: watch a football 
movie , like 'Rudy' or "Wil ats." 
(Be prepared:this stuffg sfast,so 
make su re you have p[e ty!) 
Mix 1 large conra·ner of sour 
cream, one eight o nee package 
of cream cheese 3t'Id one package 
of taco seaso ings until blended. 
Refrigerat <lvernight. 
Gan;;~i-s'h with shredded ched-
da heese and lettuce , and 
c opped olives and tomatoes and 
serve with your favor ite nacho 
chip. 
Information for this story was 
compiled from 'Absolutely Unfor-
gettable Parties!' by Janet 
Litherland ancl 'Pick a Party' by 
Patty Sachs. 
Interested in writing for the features section? 
H so, call Maria at extension 1711 
Travel Time 
Before taking a winter trip. tell 
someone where you are go1 ng, the 
route you mtend to take and when 
you plan to arrive. It's also a good 
idea to check the local television 
station, the Weather Channel, ra-
dicand newspaper for updates on 
dnv ing condi tions that could de-
ter mine your course . 
While on the road, be sure to 
allow for ample distance between 
you and 
dirtandgreasc. Remcmbertoturn 
on your head lights so I hat you can 
~ee beuer,even duringadaystorm 
However, high beams dunng a 
night storm may actually hinder 
visibility by causing a gla re 
Danger Zone 
Beingstuck in the snow 1s never 
fun but it can happen to all of us 
However, knowmg what to do m 
this type of situation can make 
life a lor easier. First, arm your car 
clear a path for your drive wheels. 
Gently try driving forward with-
out spmntng, which could signify 
a lossm traction 
Another alternative is to try 
rocking the car back and forth by 
carefullydnvingfrom forward to 
reverse. Placing carpet strips, cat 
litter or sand beneath the drive 
w hcelscan provide added traction 
to help you out of a ditch. 
If youarestopped ma blizzard, 
try to get 
the ve-
hicle m 
front of 
you, and 
s 1 0 w 
The number one cause of winter driving 
accidents is people driving too fast . 
your car off 
to the side of 
the road so 
tha t now 
plows can get 
through Re d o w n 
gradually 
when approaching intersections. 
Proceed with extra care while 
crossing bndges and overpasses 
These can be icy even when the 
pavement looks dry 
Of course, there IS always the 
chance of an unexpected "white-
out" occurring. Extra cauti on ts 
vital during the first few minutes 
of such a storm since the pave-
ment instantly turns slippery 
when precipitation mixes with oil, 
The new year is a time of 
resolutionsand fresh starts. Per-
haps you're going to start exer-
cising or eati ng right, or maybe 
you have decided to procrasti-
nate less this year. There are also 
many people who don't have 
resolutions, but leave the New 
Year happenings to fate. Some 
have already made predictions 
for 1998. 
According to astrologer C. 
Dickinson's web page entitled 
Resolutions and Predictions: 
• The weather patterns will 
continue to be bizarre and as a 
with a survival kir. This ki t may 
consist of a snow shovel, a scraper, 
jumper cables, tow chain , ti re 
chains, warm clothing and blan-
kets, sand, cat litter, or carpet 
strips, high energy food such as 
nuts, dried fruit and andy, a wa-
tertight can for candles an d 
matches, flares or roadway reflec-
tors,a first aid kit and a flash light 
with extra batteries. 
Next, break out the shovel and 
\ 
result will affect agriculture 
negatively. 
• The stock market will agam 
rise and fall dramatically as it did 
last year. In 1998, the month of 
March is the one to watch. 
• Because of the nsing tensions 
in the Middle East, we are seeing 
predictionsforasready rise in the 
price of gas and growing lines at 
the pump. 
• As far as politics are con-
cerned, 1998 govern ment and 
civic leaders will be see n taking 
quality of life, ethics, integrity and 
family values platforms more se-
. ] 1.1\ id \ il'lh 
member to 
stay in your car and keep warm 
until help arrive Run the engine 
for short periods of time, around 
ten minutes every hour, while 
cracking a windowtoprevemcar-
bon monoxide poisomng 
With all of these tips in mind, 
you can glide tit rough I he resl of 
the nasty Cleveland winter pre-
paredforthe worst Remember, be 
safe this winter and good luck or~ 
I lie road' 
ri usly 1 n c y U1 
pa t years. 
• 1998 IS the year to let go of 
old hurts and loves and to focus 
on new romances and make 
room for the new "signifigam 
other" in your life. 
• Sports update: The Super 
Bowl wmner will be deter-
mined by half-time. After the 
famous commercials that will 
take place afte r the second 
quarter, it is said that many will 
turn off because the game will 
be "a real snooz.er." 
-Lisa M. Foster 
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Driving in a winter wonderland 
* $ ips for when the weather outsi e is frightful :fr 
As we trudge through ar1other 
long WI n!erofsnowd rifts,skiddi ng 
and 1ce scrapers, we mustapproach 
Winter car driving with caution 
and preparation. 1 he Ohio Trajf1c 
Record, the Wisconsin State Patrol 
and MaintenanceCrewand Win-
ter Driv ing Tips by Soo kraj pro-
VIde helpful h1 nts and alternative 
strategies so we can drive the s lie h 
roads of Cleveland wit h no fear: · 
Before the Storm 
A pre-winter tune -up is a good 
idea to ensure the proper working 
conditions of the radiator, battery, 
antifreeze and all fluid levels a long 
with the exhaust system, heater, 
defroster, wiper blades, wa sher 
fluid , emergency signals, head-
lights, tires and brakes. Check the 
tread on the tires, since more tread 
on the tires provides more trac-
tion in bad weather. 
Winter Driving Tips 
Before getting in the car, you 
should scrape and brushoff all ice 
and snow so visibi lit y will be as 
clear as possible. Warm the ca r up 
for at least five min utes before 
mov ing. 
If your car lock is frozen, heat 
your key with a cigarette l ighter 
or matches The warmed key 
should melt the lee. 
Some general facts about win-
ter driving seem obvious but are 
often forgotten when we actually 
get on the road 
"Then umber one cause of wrn-
ter driving accidents LS people 
driving too fast," said David Vieth, 
spoke person r rom the office of 
maintenance. "The posted speeds 
are meant for dry summer road 
cond it io ns only." lt is also recom-
mended to use extra caution in 
warming tempe ratures because 
ice can be at 30 degrees and twice 
as slippery as "dry" ice at zero. 
The most common offender of 
winter d riving is the ever dreaded 
skid. "When you lock your brakes, 
you're not driv ing, you're sled-
ding," said jer ry Zuhlsdorf, lieu-
tenant of the Wisconsin State Pa-
trol. ln this situation, you should 
steer first in the direction of the 
skid without jerking your steering 
wheel. As the car comes our of the 
skid , straigh ten thewheelsorsteer 
slightly in the opposite direction. 
lf you can do it swiftly and surely, 
sh ift into neutral. When you re-
gain control, brake very gently. 
A guide to game day festivities 
Stacy Miros 
Assistant Features Editor 
As the big Super Bowl game day 
approaches, very few john Carroll 
University students are looking 
forward to this televised sport ex-
travaganza. After all, not too many 
of us are "Cheese headS and both 
Clevela nders .as well as 
Pi tts burghers ~ve mutual reason 
tod islike Elway and his tea m from 
the mile h igh c ity. 
Even if this year's Super Bowl 
doesn't give yo u reason to tune in, 
it is a chance to have a pa rty with 
your fr iends. Here are some sug-
gest ions to help you sp1ce up yo ur 
pa ny and en joy t he game even if 
your team isn't suiting up. And 
hey,atleastthe millions of dollars 
spent on commercia ls will pro-
duce some good ones. 
• As your gues ts come in, have 
the m write t heir predictions for 
thegameonaslipofpaper. Atthe 
end of the game, offer prizes, such 
as team pennants or magnets, for 
those who guess the closest. 
Borrow bean bags and large, 
comfy pillows for guests to lounge 
on. 
• Every football fan needs food: 
set up a serve-yourself table with 
pizza, chips, pretzels and pop. If 
you are off campus and have ac-
cess to a kitchen,offeryourguests 
some bbqsandwiches,chili,a po-
ta to bar witha variety of toppings 
or tacodip(SEE RECIRE BELOW) 
Have eve ryone wear jerseys or 
t-shi rts from their favori te teams. 
• Skip the half-time shaY(: go 
outside and run a few plays With 
your friends, or play some foot-
ball tr ivia. 
• Have a contest for the t ost 
origina l bowl concept, (ex: ish 
bowl," etc.) 
• Don't let the party end hen 
the game does: watch a f~ba ll 
movie, like "Rud y' or 'Wil ats.' 
(Be prepared: this stuff~ s fast , so 
ma lu sure you have ple ty!) 
Mix l large coma· er of sour 
cream, one eigh t o nee package 
of cream cheese nd one package 
of taco seaso ·n gs until blended. 
Refrigerat vernigh t. 
Gaq;~i with shredded ched-
da theese and l ettuce , and 
opped olives and tomatoes and 
serve with your favori te nacho 
chip. 
Information for l his story was 
compiled fro m "Absolutely Unfor-
gettable Parties!" by janet 
Litherland and "Pick a Party' by 
Patty Sac hs. 
Interested in writing for the features section? 
If so, call Maria at extension 1711 
Travel Time 
Before takmga winter trip, tell 
someone where you arc going, the 
route you intend to take and when 
you plan to arrive. It's a !so a good 
idea to check the local television 
statton,the Weather Channel, ra-
dio and newspaper for updates on 
driving condttions that could de-
termine your course. 
While on the road, be sure to 
allow for ample distance between 
you and 
dirtandgreasc Remcmbenoturn 
on your hcadlrghtssorhat you can 
see beuer.cven dutmgadaystorm 
However, high beams dunng a 
night storm m,ry actua lly hmder 
visibility by causing a glare. 
Danger Zone 
Beingstuck in thcsnowisnever 
fun bu t it can happen to all of us. 
However, knowing what to do in 
this type of situation ca n make 
life a lot easier. First, arm your car 
clear a path foryourdnvewhccls. 
Gently rrydriv1ng forward with-
out spmmng, which could signify 
a loss in traction 
Another alternative is to try 
rocking the car back and fon h by 
carefully driving from forward to 
reverse Placmg carpet strips, ca t 
litter or sand beneath the drive 
whce lscan provide added traction 
to help you out of a ditch 
If you are stopped in a blizzard, 
try to get 
the ve -
hicle in 
front of 
you, and 
s l 0 w 
d o w n 
The number one cause of winter driving 
accidents is people driving too fast. 
-1\ \\ id \ic lh 
your car off 
to the side of 
the road so 
that s now 
plowsca n get 
through. Re-
gradually 
when approaching mtersections. 
Proceed wi th extra ca re while 
crossing br idges and overpasses. 
These can be icy even when the 
pavement looks dry. 
Of course, there is always the 
chance of an unexpected "white-
out" occurring. Extra caution is 
vital during the first few minutes 
of such a storm si nce the pave-
ment instantly t urns sli ppery 
w hen precipita tion mtxes with oil, 
The new year is a time of 
resolutionsand fresh starts. Per-
haps you're goi ng to start exer-
cising or eating righ t, or rna y be 
you have decided to proc rasti-
nate less th is year. There are also 
many people w ho don't have 
resolutions, but leave the New 
Year happenings to fate. Some 
have already made predictions 
for 1998. 
According to astrologer C. 
Dickinson's web page ent itled 
Resolutions and Predictio ns: 
• The weather patterns will 
co ntinue to be bizarre and as a 
With a sur vi val kit. Thi ki t may 
consist of a snow shovel,a sc raper, 
jumper cables, tow cha ins, tire 
chains, warm clothing and blan-
kets, sand , cat I itter, or carpet 
strips, high energy food such as 
nuts, dried fruit and andy, a wa-
tert ight can for cand les and 
matches, flares or roadway reflc -
tors, a first aid kit and a flashlight 
with extra bauenes. 
Next, break out the shovel and 
' 
res ult wtll affect agriculture 
negatively. 
• The stock market will again 
rise and fall dramaticallyas it did 
last year. ln 1998, the month of 
March is the one to watch. 
• Bee a use of the rising tensions 
in the Midd le East, we are seeing 
pred ictions fora steady rise in the 
price of gas and grow ing lines at 
the pump. 
• As far as poli ti cs are con-
cerned, 1998 gove rn ment and 
civ ic leaders w ill be seen tak ing 
quality of l ife,e th ics,1 n tegri t y and 
fam ily values platforms more se-
member to 
stay in your car and keep warm 
unul help arrives. Run the engine 
~ r short periods of time, around 
ten minutes every hour, while 
crackmga window to prevent car 
bon monoxide poisoning. 
With all ofthc1c tips in m1nd. 
you ca n glide through the rest of 
the nasty Cleveland winter pre-
paredfo' tl1 e wo1 t. Remember, be 
safe th 1s winter and good luck Olt 
the road! 
riously 1 
past years. 
• 1998 is the year to let go of 
old hurts and loves and to foc us 
on new roma nces and make 
room for the new "signifigant 
other" in your li fe. 
• Sports update: The Super 
Bowl winner will be deter-
m med by half -time. After the 
famous commerc ials that will 
take p lace afte r the second 
quarter, it is said that many will 
turn off because the game will 
be "a rea l snoozer." 
-Lisa M. Foste r 
Be a member of Phonathon Team 
WORK IN THE 
JCU PHONE CENTER 
Nightly Bonus~s 
Hours: 6-9 M-Th 
5-8 SUn 
(minimum commitment-
& hrs. per week) 
CALL PHvLu FERRARA AT ExT. 17 51 
ALUMNI OFFICE 
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TI-IAr's A si-IAME 
Great run of Seinf eld ends- not that there's anything wrong with that 
by Bob McCarthy and Mark Boleky 
Thinkingofanideatosumuptheendof . treating his body like an 
the nine-yearrunof"Seinfeld"reminded us amusement park. 
of the time Jerry and George were sitting But now, Jerry Seinfeld, 
around trymg thmk of Ideas for their pilot the show's creator and 
episode of "jerry," their sitcom for NBC. star, has decided to put 
"Okay. so we want to write about this the Kibosh on h1s 
show." Ernmy Award-win-
"So, what was the show really about?" ning production. He 
"Nothing." truly was the Mas-
"So, we wme the article about nothingr ter of the Domain 
"Right." at NBC, which has 
"I think we may have something." held steady as the 
It's difficult to wrue the normal Yada, LOp-rated network 
Yada article about a show as revolutionary on the strength of 
as TV's No.I comedy, whtch takes everyday Jts "Must See TV" 
occurrences and glorifies them inro hilari- Thursday night 
ous and often ridicurous segments in the lmeup. 
lives of Jerry. George. Elaine. and Kramer. NBC's mitial re-
The chem1s1ry between the four is special action to Seinfeld's 
because it mirrors the relationships we all deciston to pull the 
have with our closest friends. plug was "Whoa, 
The Thursday mghtstaple is the top con- whoa, Ginga." They 
versation ar Friday's water cooler and din - sent m their best 
be put in The Vault. Tonight's episode be-
gins thecountdownof the £inall0shows. 
The negotiations concerning the 
per-show contracts for the 
show's stars (jason 
Alexander, julia Louis-
Dreyfus. and Michael 
Richards) last summer 
made big news before 
they finally stopped 
shortfor$600,000. At 
that time, NBC did 
not feel pressured by 
th e contract talks 
because there was 
not a legitimate 
threat of bemg unable 
to renew the show. Once 
the decision to wrap be-
came public, NBC offered 
Seinfeld a reported $5 mil-
lion an episode, and may 
have sweetened the deal 
nertable. whether it be Kramergett mg]erry low-talkers and close-talkers to convince 
arrested for mail fraud, Elaine decidmg him otherwise. Seinfeld had made up his 
whether a man isspongeworthy,orGeorge mind , though. and asked that the decision 
byoffering]erry an assistant wi !ling to per-
form The Move on him upon request. 
Most people, if offered a salary increase 
TOP 5 SEINFELD EPISODES 
5. "Opposite Geor<Oe" - Geor<Oe acts the reverse of his 
nornal tendencies and finds new fortune. lnc.ludin<2, 
chewln<O out Geor<Oe Steinbrenner and setun<O a Job with 
the Yankees. 
1. "The bo4fr1end" - Jerr4 starts "seeln<O" Ke1th Hernandez 
a fter recreaUn<O spit Incident. "JFK" st4le. 
3. "The Soup Nazi" - The <2,an<2, lets the ~real soup o f an 
eccentric. cool\ control their lives. 
2.. "The Cockft<ohl"- Kraner and Jerr4 coach th 
Little Jerr4 .Selnfeld. to success In the rlns. 
L "The Contest"- Award winner In which the four bet each 
other how lon<O the4 can lasl without... 40u know. 
Top 5 guest appearances 
5. Sidra as J €-rr4·s spectacular <Oirlfrlend. 
1. Aaron. Elaine·s "close- tall<.ins" bo4fr1€'nd 
can't be with Jerr4·s parents enou<2,h. 
3. Geor<2,e 0teinbrenner. we onl4 see the 
ba c t<. of hin but he shows wh4 It's an azin<O 
the YanKees won the World Series 
2. C.razq J~vola. psqc.ho likes &.o dress 
111\e a clown and 1\lcl\ people In the head. 
I. David Pudd4. Elalne·s latest nan is just a 
b i<O p iece of neat. And hilarious. 
of these proportions, would respond with 
an enthusiastic "Giddy-up". However, 
Seinfeld gave NBCexecutives the old,it's not 
you,it'sme routine, saying his decision was 
not based on money. 
Rather than ride the show into the 
ground, Seinfeld wants to go out standing 
on top of his fortress of solitude with his 
cape blowing in the wind, much like the 
ending to"Superrnan [V" in which the hero 
retains all of his super powers. 
In actuality, Seinfeld wants to end the 
show like a good stand-up comedy act, al-
ways leaving the audience longing for more. 
Seinfeld plans on making a full-time return 
to thestand-upcircuit, where hefi rstgained 
popularity. 
So, while it is sad that the show is going 
off the air, die-hard fans such as the two of 
us chuckers can relax because the show 
will remain in syndication. And we can 
always recall our favorite "Se infeld " mo-
ments, such as when Kramer slaps down 
his money and says, "l'rn Out," Jerry wears 
The Puffy Shirt, Elaine gets revenge on The 
Soup Nazi, and ... 
Top 5 
character 
nanes 
5. bob Cob b . "The 
Maestro" 
~ - L onez 
3. Mulva. Gipple. 
!\ret a ... f\nlnr~:.• .. 
2. Joel\ K.lonpis 
I. b ob Sacc a n ano 
SiuJy AbroaJ in Europe JOHN CARROLL BASKETBALL ONLINE! 
Summer 1998 · 
May 18-May 31 
Dr.Donald Domm- Dept. of MML 
Travel lo BudapesL 
Bralislava. Vienna. Municb. 
Venice and Rome. 
I • 
Hoop it up with 
Cleveland Live's 
Local College 
Basketball Reports 
F ind out what your team 's up to: All the latest 
scores, stand ings, weekly comments from 
coaches and players, p lus player featu res. 
lo all undergradual:e 
graJual:e sluJenls. 
Talk up your team in our loca l College Forum. 
• I 
Un d e rgrad s : Regi ste r fo r M N 498-51 ( spring ' 98 ) 
F lat - r a te tuiti on a p pli es 
OK t o regis t er late 
Grads :Re giste r for MN 562-1 (summer ' 98 ) 
Cost:$2,5 65.0 0 & t uit ion -·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-For More lnformalion, see Mrs. Mauk in 
lhe Boler School of Business Jean's office 
Check out reports from The Plain Dealer 
including players to watch, fans' poll, and 
Basketball Insider. 
Cleveland Live 
Find your basketball team ... log on to 
www.cleveland.com 
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Rockers inducted into Cleveland·s Hall of Fame 
Nick Kovach 
Staff Reporter 
The 1998 class of mductees to 
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 
may be the weakest yet, and crit-
ics are fearful that the strict re-
quirements may turn the once fan -
tastic honor into a geriatric farm. 
This year's inductees, The 
Eagles, Fleetwood Mac, Santana. 
the Mamas and the Papas, Lloyd 
Price, Gene Vincent, Jell y Roll 
Morton and Allen Toussaim have 
been out of the spotlight for sev-
eral years. While they are all in-
cred ibly gifted musicians or pro-
ducers, they clearly lack the star 
and staying power of their prede-
cessors already in the Hall. such 
as The Beatles, Pink Floyd, Led 
Zeppelin, or The Rolling Stones. 
These artists are all uniquely 
talented and deserve to be recog-
nized for their achievements, but 
so soon? Especially since fantas-
tic acts like The MoodyBlues,Billy 
Joel , Lynard Skynard. and even 
Paul McCartney have w buy tick-
ets in order to see the1r friends in 
the Hall.Socongratulations to the 
inductees, you've had remarkable 
careers. but just how remarkable 
is questionable. 
VH-1 televised the ceremony 
one week following the original 
event, which took place on Mon-
day.]anuary 12 at New York City's 
Waldorf Astoria Hotel. To be 
frank. of all the viewers the cable 
station received for the festivities, 
llhink thar.l was the only one not 
in attendance at the taping of the 
event. And why the poor recep-
tion? Music is meant to be a live 
event. eil Young boycotted this 
year's ceremony largely for that 
reason. The event, prev iously fa-
mous for its jam sessions of rock's 
elite, lost that attraction with the 
te levised port ion of this show. All 
ranting aside, th is year's inductees 
deserve some recognition. 
At the head of the class of 1998 
are California's Santana, The 
Eagles, and Fleetwood Mac. 
Santana, led by guitarist Carlos 
Santana, broughtthespiritual side 
to music and Hispanic culture to 
rock for the first ume. Thanks to 
albums like 1969's Santana, they 
became one of only three acts to 
return to Woodstock '94 after play-
ing a slot in the original festival. 
The Eagles, one of music's true 
"supergroups" are probably this 
year's most deserving group, hav-
ing one of the highest selling al-
bums of all-time to their credit. 
1980's Eagles Greatest Hits 1971-
1975. has sold more than 25 mil-
lion copies. The band. whichorigi-
nallyconsistedofGlenn Frey, Don 
Hen ley, Bernie Leadonand Randy 
Meisner, added Don Felder in 1974 
and Joe Walsh in 1976. 1976's 
definitive album, Hotel Califor-
nia, would be the group's peak as 
turmoil and am bit ion broke them 
CD review: Ben Folds Five 
Okay, here's the scenario: a 
small band writes a song that 
doe n't seem to fit into their cata-
logand they become an overnight 
success after a few years of tour-
mg and a couple albums. Usual! y 
this spells creative disaster for the 
band Well , Ben Folds Ftve are in 
no danger. With the huge success 
of their l~test single, "Brick," the 
band IS beginning to reap the ac-
colades they deserve. 
But now BFF faces a dilemma; 
how to build on the success of 
"Brick" and still stay loyal to true 
fans. The olurion: pur our anal-
bum of b-sides, live tracks, and 
general oddities. What they came 
up with was Naked Baby Photos, a 
psychotic relapse fo r Ben Folds, 
but nevertheless a great album. 
What other contemporary band 
could not only get away with cov-
ering Snoop Doggy Dogg and 
Black Sabbath and still deligh t 
fans? 
Five new t racks. b-sides, two 
covers. an impromptu Satanic 
hymn , and eight live BFF classics 
later, and the North Carolina band 
sounds better than ever. Ben Folds 
is what Trent Reznorcould've been 
had he stayed at Allegheny; angry. 
yet poinredly focused and intelli-
gent. That tntelligence shines 
through tn the live version of the 
band's first A men can hit,"Under-
ground." Plared live in front of a 
hr>metown audience in Winston-
. alem in 1995, Folds' sarcastic un-
dertonesand tongue-in-cheek ref-
erences put down popular culture. 
Other classics from their self -titled 
debut album include 'jackson 
Cam;tery" (the original 7" single), 
the demo version of"Bad Idea," and 
live versions of "Boxing," 
"Julianne," and "Phtlosophy." 
Most of the band's charm is in 
their unchecked pride in being 
self -procla i rned losers. This lack 
of shame is evident in "Philoso-
phy" and the live version of their 
sophomore effort W hatever And 
Ever Amen's "Song For The 
Dumped." "Ph ilosophy"isexactly 
that, BFF's ideology, "I see evil and 
I know that there is good, but the 
in-betweens I've never under-
stood/ Well go ahead you can 
laugh all you want. I've got my 
philosophy/it keeps my feet on 
the ground." 
The real gems of the album, 
though, are the covers and the 
ubiqui tous pledge to the fallen 
angel. 
So for those true Ben Folds Ftve 
addicts out there, piCk up Naked 
Baby Photos. It is an excellent al-
bum. which thankfully lacks 
"Brick 's" star qualny. But for those 
who think Ben Folds resembles 
"Doogie Howser" on crack and 
stngs like Pat Boone with 
laryngttis .. well , you're probably 
right, but that'sokay,go ahead and 
laugh all you want; I've sull got 
my "Philosophy" 
-Nick Kova ch 
upafterl98l'sTheLongRun. The 
group reunited ml995for the Hell 
Freezes Over Tour, which became 
one of the highest grossing tours 
in history. 
Fleetwood Mac peaked at the 
same time, and felt similar grow-
ing pains to The Eagles. Origi-
nally formed in England by bass-
ist john Me Vie and drummer Mick 
Fleetwood, Fleetwood's line-up 
included Me Vie 's then wife, Chris-
tine McVie, as a keyboardist/vo-
calist, and remained a revolving 
door until 1974, when guitarist 
Lindsey Buckingham and vocal-
ist Stevie Nicks joined the group. 
1975's Fleetwood Mac hinted at the 
group's potential, but 1977's 
Rumours would become the 
band's trademark. Fleetwood Mac 
saw the money available in a re-
union tour, and launched 1997's 
The Dance Tour with the release 
of thetr newest album, The Dance. 
In 1963. a group of Greenwich 
Village hipp1es,john and Mtchelle 
Phillips, Dennis Doheny and (ass 
Elliot (Marna Cass), became The 
Mamas and the Papas, bestremem-
bered for their still-popular hits, 
"California Dreamin'," "Monday. 
Monday" and "I Saw Her Agam ." 
The band fell apart as Phillips be-
gan to organize the legendary 
Monterey Pop Festival outside of 
San Francisco in 1967, and dis-
banded m 1968. 
Gene Vincent was a token 
Rockabilly star With the pompa-
dour and r !led jeans. lie IS 
counted among his peer., Buddy 
Holly and Rtchie Valens (not in 
the Hall) and among his fan . 
Lennon and McCartney. His big 
hit was "Be-Bop-A-Lula". 
1998's class of Rock and Roll 
Hall of fame inductees may be 
weak. The ceremony may have 
been boring. lr might not have 
taken place in Cleveland, where !l 
belonged. The traditional jam ses· 
Ion may have been m1 mg. Sean 
"Puffy• Combs may have embar-
rassed the musiC industry by for- . 
gettmg to attend because he 
thought the ceremony was in 
Cleveland. Nevertheless. mduc-
tion into the most exclu ive club 
m musiC 1~ awfully unpresstve, 
and will remain so for another 24 
year . at leasr until those rn usical 
geniuses known to us mere mor 
tals as The Sp1cc Girl are eligible 
for entrance 
Golden Globe A wards: "Titanic" doesn't sink 
The annual Golden Globe 
Awards, a prelude to the Academy 
Awards. were broadcast last Sun-
da.ti tc uo 
was the movie "Titanic,' wmning 
awards for best dramatic pier ure, 
best director and best original 
score and song ('My Heart will go 
On' by Celine Dion). 
Titanic lost in the best screen-
play category to "Good Will Hunt-
ing," written by Matt Damon and 
Ben Affleck, best friends since 
childhood who also starred in the 
film.-
When asked about wmning, 
Affleck told the media, "This IS a 
little overwhelming for two guys 
who never even won a raffle." 
In the comedy or musical film 
category," As Good as it Gets• won 
for best movie. Additionally. Helen 
Hunt and jack Nicholson won for 
best actress and ac10r in that cat-
egory. 
Hunt exprcs-;cd hcr admnat 10 11 
l • l . 1\) 11, b . 
ing, "You're my hero as a n actor:' 
The bestsuppornngactorcat 
egory for a drama, comedy or rn u-
sical monon picture was won by 
Burt Reynolds for his performance 
in "Boogie Nights,' and Kim 
Basinger for her role in "L.A. Confi-
dential ." 
·Please remember, if you hang 
on to things long enough they get 
back in style, like me,' Reynolds 
told the media. 
The television awards were a 
bigger suprise. ·Ally Me Beal" beat 
out both 'Seinfeld" and 'Frasier' 
for best musical or comedy. Its 
scar, Calista Flockhart won the best 
actress trophy. 
Michaelj. Fox won lilestactorin 
a rnustcal or comedy for his how 
'Spm Cn Y: Fox also beat out Paul 
Rci..,cr '\nd jerry C.cin\ckl {or best 
..l "l), 
Tht best TV dra rnauc actor 
awards went to medical show 
stars: hnstme l.ah11 of 'Ch icago 
Hope," and Anthony Edwards of 
"ER.. 
'George Wallace' conquered 
the best TV miniseries or made-
for-TV movie. A nge lin a Jol!e, one 
of the stars, won for best support-
ing actress in that category beat-
ing out Kirstie Alley and Helen 
Hunt. 
Winning the best actress Ill a 
TV miniseries category was Alfre 
Woodard from 'Miss Evers' Boys." 
Ving Rhames won the best actor 
trophy in that category for 'Don 
King: Only in America' 
-Meagan Lynch 
·Half-Baked: .. just one bud too many 
Erin O'Donnell 
Staff Reporter 
Since the 1960s. people have 
seen, smoked and even discussed 
marijuana to the point of ex-
haustion, making the new 
movie "Half -Baked," released 
last Friday, just another insig-
nificant leaf on the ever-grow-
ing plant of manjuana-based 
movies. 
This movie's central charac-
ter,marijuana,lacked the humor 
it is generally associated with 
The plot of "Half -Baked" cen-
ters around four guys who have 
grown up and smoked pot to-
gether since the early 1980s. 
Enpyrnent of "Half -Baked" 
revolves around the viewer find -
ing humor in the consequences 
of four pathetic grown men who 
can't seem to get past the pot 
phase that most people leave in 
their tee nage years. 
Poor wrinng.one-linersand 
the typica l pothead making a 
fool of himself in public doesn't 
help salvage the overdone 
theme of this movie. 
The ma in characters are 
Thurgood (Dave Chapelle 
from the "Nutty Professor"), 
Brian (Jim Breuer from "Sa tur-
day Night Live"), Scarface 
(Gu!llermo Dmz from "Gtrl's 
Town") and Kenny (Harland 
Williams from "Rocket Man") 
However, the movie does 
have two redeeming scenes. 
The first, one of the funniest 
moments of the movte,wasthe 
first time the boys smoked pot 
and went into a convenience 
store. Candy came to life and 
the surrealism looked like 
something our of Roald Dahl's 
"Willy Wonkaand theChoco-
late Factory." 
During the second redeem-
ing scene of the mov1e, Kenny 
is being watched 10 prison by 
Nasty Nate, a man who wants 
to make him none other than 
h1s very own "jail house bitch." 
Kenny is m the prison's com-
munity shower singing and he 
drops thesoa p . .we can all guess 
how Nasty Nate's affection be-
gan. 
To find out the rest,n's up to 
you to see the movie, however. I 
think it would make a much 
better (and cheaper) video 
rental. 
Survey Says: Save your 
money and stay home! The 
Four Stonedkateers ju t aren't 
worth it. For a better urne rent 
"Dazed and Confused" or "Fri-
day' At least these movies have 
a little more comedic value! 
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HAT's A sHAME 
Great run of Seinfeld ends .. not that there's anything wrong with that 
by Bob McCarthy and Mark Boleky 
Thinkingofanideatosumuptheendof. treating his body like an 
the nine-year runof"Seinfeld" reminded us amusement park 
of the time Jerry and George were sitting But now, jerry Seinfeld, 
around trymg think of ideas fortheir pilot the show's creator and 
episode of "jerry,' their sitcom for NBC. star, has decided to put 
"Okay, so we want to write about this the Kibosh on his 
show." Emmy Award-win-
"So, what was the show really about?" ning production. He 
" oth ing " truly was the Mas-
"So, we write the article about nothmg?" ter of the Domain 
"Right." at NBC. which has 
"I think we may have something." held steady as the 
lt's difficult to wnre the normal Yada, top-rated network 
Yada article about a show as revolutionary on the strength of 
as TV's No. I comedy, which takes ever yday Jts "Must See TV" 
occurrences and glorifies them into hilari - Thu rsday night 
ous and of ten ridicurous segments in the lmeup 
hves of jerry, George, Elaine, and Kramer. NBC's initial re-
The chemtstry between the four is special action to Seinfeld's 
because it mirrors the rclationshtps we all dec1ston to pull the 
have w1th our closest friends. pi ug was "Whoa, 
The Thursday night staple is the top con- whoa, Ginga." They 
versauon at Friday's water cooler and din- sent in their best 
be put in The Vault. Tonight's ep1sode be-
gins thecounrdownof thefinallOshows. 
The negotiationsconcerning the 
per-show contracts for the 
show's stars Uason 
Alexander, julia Louis-
Dreyfus , and Michael 
Richards) last summer 
made big news before 
they fmally stopped 
shortfor$600,000. At 
that time, NBC did 
not feel pressured by 
the contract talks 
because there was 
not a legi timat e 
threat of being unable 
to renew the show. Once 
the decision to wrap be-
came public, NBC offered 
Seinfeld a reported $5mil-
lion an episode, and may 
have sweetened the deal 
nertable, whether it be Kramergeuing]erry low-talkers and close-talkers to convince 
arrested for mail fraud, Elaine deciding him otherwise. Seinfeld had made up his 
whether a man isspongeworthy,orGeorge mmd, though, and asked that the decision 
byofferi ngjerrya n assistant wi !ling to per-
form The Move on him upon request. 
Most people, if offered a salary increase 
TOP 5 SEINFELD EPISODES 
5. "Opposite Georroe· - Geor'i)e acts the reverse of his 
nomoi tendencies and finds new fortune. Includtnro 
chewln<o out Georlje Steinbrenner and <oettln<o a job with 
the Yankees 
1. "The E:lo4frlend· - J' e-rr4 starts "seeln<o" K.etth Hernandez 
after recrealln<o sptt Incident. "JFK · st4le. 
J. "The Soup Nazi" - The <oan<o lets the ~reat soup of an 
eccentric cool\ control their lives. 
2.. "The C.ocMI<?,ht" -1\raner and Jerr4 C()(](.h heir r•J(•~• . ..-.. , 
Little J err4 .Selnfeld. to success In the rlnco. 
I. "The Contest· - A ward winner In which the four bet each 
other how lon'2, the4 can last wtthoul... lJOU 1\now. 
Top 5 guest appearances 
5. Sidra as Jerr4 's spectacular <oirlfrlend. 
1. Aaron. Elaine·s -Glose-talk.ln<o" bo4!rlend 
can't be with Jerr4·s parents enouc;,h. 
3. Geor<oe .Steinbrenner. we onl4 see the 
bacl\ of hin. but he shows wh4 It's anazln<o 
the YanKees won the World Series. 
2. C.raz4 J ot"'Davola. ps4cho likes t.o dr~ss 
Hke a clown and 1\lck. people In the head. 
I. David Pudd4. Elaine's latest nan Is just a 
blco piece of neat And hilarious. 
of these proportions, would respond with 
an enthusiastic "Giddy-up". However, 
Seinfeld gave NBCexecutives theold, it'snot 
you, it's me routine, saying his decision was 
not based on money. 
Rather than ride the show into the 
ground, Seinfeld wants to go out standing 
on top of his fortress of solitude with his 
cape blowing in the wind, much like the 
endmgto "Superman IV" in wh1ch the hero 
retains all of his super powers. 
In actuality, Seinfeld wants to end the 
show like a good stand-up comedy act, al-
ways leaving the audience longing for more. 
Seinfeld plans on making a full-time return 
to thesta nd -upcircui t, where he first gained 
popularity. 
So, wh ile it IS sad that the show is going 
off the air, die-hard fans such as the two of 
us chuckers can relax because the show 
will remain in syndication. And we can 
always recall our favorite "Seinfeld" mo-
ments, such as when Kramer slaps down 
his money and says, "I'm Out," Jerry wears 
The Puffy Shin, Elaine gets revenge on The 
Soup Nazi, and ... 
Top 5 
character 
nanes 
5. oob Cobb. "The 
Maestro" 
4. Lonez 
.3. Mulva. Gipple. 
Areth . .. Dolor 
2. I ack. Klonpis 
I. bob Saccanano 
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Undergrads: Register for MN 498-51 (spring '98) 
Flat-rate t.uition applies 
Check out reports from The Plai11 Dealer 
including players to watch, fans' poll, and 
Basketball Insider. 
OK to register late 
Grads:Register for MN 562-1 (summer '98) 
Cost:$2,565.00 & tuition -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
For More lnformalion, see Mrs. Mauk in 
lbe Boler Scbool of Business Jean's office 
Cleveland Live 
Find your basketball team .. . log on to 
www.cleveland.com 
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Rockers inducted into Cleveland·s Hall of Fame 
Nick Kovach 
Staff Reporter 
The l998 class of md uctees to 
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 
may be the weakest yet, and crit-
ics are fearful that the strict re-
qu irements may turn rhe once fan-
tastic honor into a geriamc farm . 
This year 's inductees, The 
Eagles, Fleetwood Mac, Santana, 
the Mamas and the Papas, Lloyd 
Price, Gene Vincent, jelly Roll 
Morton and Allen Toussaint have 
been out of the spotlight for sev-
eral years. While they are all in-
credibly gifted mus1cians or pro-
ducers, they clearly lack the star 
and staying power of their prede-
cessors already in the Hall, such 
as The Beat les, Pink Floyd, Led 
Zeppelin, or The Rolling Stones. 
These artists are all uniquely 
talented and deserve to be recog-
nized for their achievements, but 
so soon? Espec1ally since fantas-
tic acts like The Moody Blues,Billy 
Joel, Lynard Skynard , and even 
Paul McCartney have to buy rick-
ets in order to see their friends in 
the Hall . So congratulations to the 
inductees, you've had remarkable 
careers, but just how remarkable 
is questionable. 
VH-l televised the ceremony 
one week following the original 
event, which took place on Mon-
day,January 12 at New York City's 
Waldorf As10ria Hotel. To be 
frank, of all the viewers the cable 
station received for the festivnles, 
I think that I was theonlyonenot 
in attendance at the taping of the 
event. And why the poor recep-
tion7 Music is meant to be a live 
event. Neil Young boycotted this 
year's ceremony largely for that 
reason. The event, previously fa-
mous for its jam sessions of rock's 
elite, lost that attraction with the 
televised portion of this show. A 11 
rantingaside,this year's inductees 
deserve some recognition. 
At the head of the class of 1998 
are California's Santana, The 
Eagles, and Fleetwood Mac. 
Santana, led by guitarist Carlos 
Santana, broughtthespiritualside 
to music and Hispanic culture to 
rock for the first time. Thanks to 
albums like 1969's Santana, they 
bee a me one of on 1 y three acts to 
return to Woodstock '94 after play-
ing a slot in the original festival. 
The Eagles, one of music's true 
"supergroups" are probably this 
year's most deserving group. hav-
ing one of the highest selling al-
bums of all-time to their credit. 
1980's Eagles Greatest Hits 1971-
1975, has sold more than 25 mil-
lion copies. The band,whichorigi-
nall y consisted of Glenn Frey, Don 
Henley, Bernie Leadon and Randy 
Meisner, added Don Felder in l974 
and Joe Walsh in 1976. 1976's 
definitive album, Hotel Califor-
nia, would be the group's peak as 
turmoi I and ambition broke them 
CD review: Ben Folds Five 
Okay, here's the scenario: a 
small band writes a song that 
doesn't seem to fit 1nto the1r cata-
log and they become an overnight 
success after a few years of rour-
ingandacouplealbums. Usually 
this spells creative disaster for the 
band . Well , Ben Folds Five are in 
no danger. With the huge success 
of the1r latest single, "Brick," the 
band is begmning to reap the ac-
colades they deserve 
But now BFF faces a dilemma; 
how to build on the success of 
"Brick" and still stay loyal to true 
fans The solution: put out anal-
bum of b-sides, live tracks, and 
generaloddities. Whattheycame 
up wah was Nahed Baby Photos, a 
psychotic relapse for Ben Folds, 
but nevertheless a great album. 
What other contemporary band 
could not only get away with cov-
ering Snoop Doggy Dogg and 
Black Sabbath and still delight 
fans? 
F1 ve new 1 racks, b-s1des, two 
covers. an impromptu Satanic 
hymn, and eight live BFF classtcs 
later, and the NorthCarohna band 
sounds better than ever Ben Folds 
IS what Trem Reznorcould've been 
had he stayed at A lleghen y;angry, 
}'~t p01medly focused and intelli-
gent. That intelligence shines 
through in the Uve vers10n of the 
band's first American hn, "Under-
ground ." Pi:lyed live in front of a 
hometown audience in Winston-
Snl em in 1995, Folds' sarcastic un-
dertonesand tongue-in-cheek ref-
erences put down popular culture. 
Other classics from their self -ti tled 
debut album include "jackson 
Cant;Jery" (the original 7" single), 
thedemoversionof"Bad Idea," and 
live versions of "Boxing," 
"julianne,'' and "Philosophy." 
Most of the band's charm is in 
their unchecked pride in being 
self-proclaimed losers. This lack 
of shame IS evident in "Philoso-
phy" and the live version of their 
sophomore effort Whatever And 
Ever Amen's "Song For The 
Dumped." "Philosophy"isexactly 
that, BFF's ideology, "I see evil and 
I know that there is good, but the 
in-betweens I've never under-
stood/ Well go ahead you can 
laugh all you want. L've got my 
philosophy/it keeps my feet on 
the ground ... 
The rea l gems of the album, 
though, are the covers and the 
ubiquirous pledge to the fallen 
angel. 
So for those true Ben Folds Five 
addicts out there, pick up Naked 
Baby Photos. It is an excellent al-
bum. which thankfully lacks 
"Brick's" star quality. But for those 
who thmk Ben Folds resembles 
"Doogie Howser" on crack and 
sings like Pat Boone with 
laryngitis well , you're probably 
nght, but tha!'sokay,goahead and 
laugh all you want; I've still got 
my "PhJlosophy" 
-Nich Kovach 
up after 1981's The LongRun. The 
group reunited in l995forthe Hell 
Freezes Over Tour, which became 
one of the highest grossing tours 
in history. 
Fleetwood Mac peaked at the 
same time, and felt stmilar grow-
ing pains to The Eagles Origl-
nally formed in England by bass-
istjohn Me Vie and drummer M1ck 
Fleetwood, Fleetwood's line-up 
included Me Vie's then wife, Chris-
tine McVie, as a keyboardist / vo-
calist, and remained a revolving 
door until 1974, when guitarist 
Lindsey Buckingham and vocal-
ist Stevie N1cks jomed the group. 
1975'sFleetwood Mac htnted at rhe 
group's potential, but 1977's 
Rumours would become the 
band's trademark. Fleetwood Mac 
saw the money available in a re-
union tour, and launched 1997's 
The Dance Tour with the release 
of their newest album, The Dance. 
In 1963, a group of Greenwich 
Village hippies, john and Michelle 
Phillips, Dennis Doheny and Cass 
Elliot (Mama Cass), became The 
Mamas and the Papas, be t remem-
bered for their still -popular hits, 
"California Dreamin'," "Monday, 
Monday" and "L Saw Her Agam " 
The band fell apart as Phillips be-
gan to organize the legendary 
Monterey Pop Festival outs1de of 
San Francisco in 1967, and dis-
banded in 1968 
Gene Vincent was a token 
Rockabilly star with the pompa-
dour and rolled jeans. lie is 
counted among h1s peers. Buddy 
Holly and Richie Valens (not m 
the Hall) and among his fans, 
Lennon and McCartney. H1s b1g 
hit was "Be-Bop-A-Lula" 
1998's class of Rock and Roll 
Hall of fame inductees may be 
weak. The ceremony may have 
been boring. It 1mght not have 
taken place in Cleveland, where it 
belonged. The traditional jam ses-
sion may have been missing. an 
"Puffy" Combs may have embar-
rassed the mus1c mdu try by for-. 
getting to attend because he 
thought the ceremony was in 
leveland. Nevenhclcss, induc-
tion into 1he most exclusive dub 
in music is awfully impressive. 
and will remain so for another 24 
years, at least unul 1 hose mus1cal 
gemuse known to us mere mor 
tals as The Spice Girls are el 1giblc 
for cntra nee. 
Golden Globe A wards: .. Titanic" doesn•t sink 
The ann ual Golden Globe 
Awards, a prelude to t he Academy 
Awards, were broadcast last Sun-
day. tsm a h · u 10 
was the movie Titanic," winning 
awards for best dramatic picture, 
best director and best original 
scoreandsong("MyHeart will go 
On' by Celine Dion). 
Titanic lost in the best screen-
play category to "Good Will Hunt-
ing," written by Matt Damon and 
Ben Affleck, best friends since 
childhood who also starred in the 
film .-
When asked about winnmg, 
Affleck told the media, "This is a 
little overwhelming for two guys 
who never even won a raffle." 
In the comedy or musical film 
category, "As Good as it Gets" won 
for best movie. Additionally,Helen 
Hunt and jack Nicholson won for 
best actress and actor in thai cat 
egory. 
H um expressed her adm1ra1 1011 
• l ' hl.l 0 ' b 
ing, "You're my hero as an actor." 
The best supporting actor cat-
egory for a drama, comedy or mu-
sical motion picture was won by 
Burt Reynolds for his performance 
in "Boogie Ntghts," and Kim 
Basinger for her role in "L.A. Confi-
dential" 
"Please remember, if you hang 
on to things long enough they get 
back in style, l1ke me," Reynolds 
told the media. 
The television awards were a 
biggersuprise. "Ally Me Beal"beat 
out both "Seinfeld" and "Frasier· 
for best musical or comedy. ItS 
star, Calista Flock han won the best 
actress uoph y. 
Michael). Fox won ~est actor in 
a musica l or comedy for h1s show 
"Spm Gt y: Fox also beat out Paul 
Rei..,.·r and }erry C.e111\dd [or bc~1 
a ' L . 
The best TV dramatic actor 
awards went to med1cal show 
stars: Christ me Lahti of "Chicago 
Hope," and Anthony Edwards of 
'ER" 
"George Wallace· conquered 
the best TV miniseries or made-
for-TV movie. A ngelinajolie, one 
of the stars, won for best support-
ing actress in that category beat-
ing out Kirstie Alley and Helen 
Hunt. 
Winning the best actress in a 
TV miniseries category was A If re 
Woodard from "Miss Evers' Boys.' 
Ving Rhames won the best actor 
trophy m that category for 'Don 
King: Only in America." 
-Meagan Lynch 
·Half-Baked: .. just one bud too many 
Erin O'Donnell 
Staff Reporter 
Since the 1960s, people have 
seen, smoked and even discussed 
marijuana to the point of ex-
haustion, making the new 
movie "Half-Baked," released 
last Friday, just another msig-
nificant leaf on the ever-grow-
ing plant of marijuana-based 
mov ies. 
This movie's central charac-
ter, marijuana, lacked the humor 
it is generally associated with. 
The plot of "Half-Baked" cen-
ters around four guys who have 
grown up and smoked pot to-
gether since the early 1980's. 
Enjoyment of "Half -Baked" 
revolves around the viewerfind-
i ng humor in the consequences 
of fourpathetic grown men who 
can't seem to get past the pot 
phase that most people leave in 
their teenage years 
Poor writing, one-liners and 
the typical pothead making a 
fool of himself in public doesn't 
help salvage the ove rdone 
theme of this movie. 
The main characters are 
Thurgood (Dave Chapelle 
from the "Nutry Professor"), 
Brian Uim Breuer from "Satur-
day Night Live"), Scarface 
(Guillermo Diaz from "Girl's 
Town") and Kenny (Harland 
Williams from "Rocket Man"). 
However, the movie does 
have two redeeming scenes. 
The first , one of the funniest 
moments of the movie, wast he 
first tt me the boys smoked pot 
and went into a convenience 
store Candy came to life and 
the surrealism looked hke 
something out of Roald Dahl's 
"Willy Wonka and the Choco-
late Factory." 
Dunng the second redeem-
ing scene of the movie, Kenny 
is being watched in prison by 
Nasty Nate, a man who wants 
to make him none other than 
his very own "jail house bitch." 
Kenny is in the prison's com-
munity shower singing and he 
drops the soap ... we can all guess 
how Nasty Nate's affection be-
gan 
To find out the rest, it's up to 
you to see the movie, however, I 
think it would make a much 
better (and cheaper) video 
rentaL 
Survey Says: Save your 
money and stay home! The 
Four Stonedkateers just aren't 
worth it For a better time rent 
"Dazed and Confused" or "Fri-
day: At least these movtes have 
a little more comedic value! 
-
-
"When: 
_, I 
Friday, January 23 
8 p.m., Wolf 8 Pot 
Sponsored by Student ActJvities 
Sunday, Jan. 25 
Begins at 6:30p.m. 
"Wolf & Pot 
Good Food & Great Prizes 
sponsored Student Activities 
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Deaths lead to NCAA 
wrestling sanctions 
Robert McCarthy 
Staff Reporter 
Three major tragedies have 
shocked college wrestli ng in the 
past three months and have caused 
major rule changes pertaining to 
conditioning as well as a major 
investigation into pe rfo rmance 
enhancing drugs. 
The recent deaths of Billy Jack 
Syalor of Campbell University, 
joseph LaRosa of Wisconsin 
LaCrosse, and Jef f Reese of th e 
Untverstty of Michtgan have 
caused the National Collegiate 
Athletic Assoc iation to modi fy 
wetght class restricuons and to 
eliminateseveralcommonly used 
weight loss tech niques 
Effective immed iately, the 
NCAA will grant all wrestlers a 
even-pound cushion at their pre-
match weigh-ms. 
With the seven-pound cushion, 
a wrestler who weighs in at 125 
pounds w1ll be permitted to com-
pete m the 118-pound class. In 
addmon, wrestlers will be granted 
an extra pound for the followtng 
days of tournaments. 
The new weigh-ins will take 
place two hours prior to the start 
of a dual meet or tournament, as 
opposed to five hours before a 
match. 
The ti me change regarding 
weigh-ins has been implemented 
to d iscourage wrestlers [rom eat-
ing heavi ly before a match.The 
NCAA also will ban the use of 
rubber suits, saunas, and diuret-
ics. 
They a ref requently used in the 
hours before weigh-i ns in orderto 
shed the last few pounds. These 
ca n lead to severe de hydration 
when used m excess. 
The NCAA is hope[ ul thatthese 
rule changes will decrease the 
chance of cases of dehydra tion 
and curb any chances of death in 
the future. 
Each of the a forem entioned 
deaths were caused by a combina-
tion of these weight loss and train-
ing techniques. 
Medtcal report s have shown 
that creatin was fo und in two of 
the three wrestlers who died. 
Creatm ts an organic substance 
that causes more water to be stored 
in the muscles. 
The Food and Drug Adminis-
tration has launched an investi-
gation into the stde-effects of thts 
substance. 
The effect that these actions 
will have on the john Carroll Uni-
versity wrestling program re-
mains to be see n. 
Saunas and rubber suits have 
been used in the past, as well as 
not eating for set amounts o[ time 
before weigh- ins. 
Injuries don't hold 
Robert McCarthy 
Sta{f Reporter 
Often more~n one route can 
be used to reach a desti nation or 
goal, and the alternate paths can 
be just as effective as the conve n-
tional ones. 
This was defina tely the case for 
the john Carroll Un iversity wres-
tling team as it finished thi rd out 
of 20 tea ms last weekend in the 
Budd Whitehill NCAA Division 
Ill Na tional Duals at Lycoming 
College. 
Injuries before and during the 
mee t forcedJCU head coach Kerry 
Volkmann to scramble the lineup 
in an a ttempt to uncover the best 
match-ups to secure a solid finish. 
Head ing into the meet, JCU 
knew it would be without the ser-
vices of senior Chr is Roman, the 
142-pound starter, because of an 
injur y. Bu t, when senior Grant 
Varnum , the 190-pound starter, 
went down with an injur y in the 
second march, their problemssud-
denl y doubled . 
"We went in to the meet with-
out our start ing 142-pounder and 
Wi th as green of a rookie as l may 
ever put in a line-up against thts 
cali ber of opposition," Volk mann 
sa id. "Then we lose our starter at 
190 pounds 111 the second match. 
But our kids pul led together." 
junior jim Ayers, however, 
moved up LO 190 pounds from 177, 
where he had already gone 2-0, 
and earned a ptn and a major deci-
sion. leadtngJCU to tts third vic-
tory in as many matches on the 
weekend. 
JCL' got off to a fast start, 
qUJckly disposing of its first two 
opponents, State L'niversny of 
ew York Oswego, 41-3 and 
Augustana.25-12 Buuheremam-
mg matches proved ro be much 
more competi tive. 
The quarter fi nal pitted JCU 
against Norwich . A pin by Ayers 
at 190 pounds a nd a wi n by fresh-
man Pat Beard at 167 pounds put 
the Blue Streaks in contention for 
victory and a spot in the semifi-
nals. The hopes for JCU to ad-
vance lay on the shoulders of se-
nior heavyweight Rich Eslich, 
who did not disappoint, turn ing· 
in a 12-3 major dec ision victory in 
the final matc h to give the Blue 
Streaks a 19-18 victory over Nor-
wich and a spo t in the semifinals 
against Springfield . 
In a hard fought semifinal 
match,JCU tied Springfield, 18-18. 
Springfield , however, advanced to 
the finals by virtueof a tiebreaker, 
the most near fa ll points 
Providing a major spark fort he 
BlueStreakswasfreshman Vinnie 
Spitalieri at 118 pounds. Despite 
registering a 1-4 record, Spi talieri 
wrestled wellagainst two national 
qualifiers, and never was defeated 
by more than six poi nts. His ef-
fo rts helped earn the Blue Streaks 
the solid th ird place fmish,the fifth 
time thatthey have finished in the 
top three at the tournament in the 
last nine years. 
"Our options at ll8 pounds 
were give away six points with a 
forefeit or throw Vinnie to the 
wolves," Volkman n said. "This be-
mg his first real live competition 
at the collegiate level, he exceeded 
our expectations. Without him, 
we do not fimsh in thtrd place." 
In the third place match, jCU 
defeated Loras 19-12 to finish the 
weekend a combined 4-0-l. 
After a strong showing at Na-
tionals without their usual lineup, 
Carroll figures to have their nor-
mal line-up 1n order for the OAC 
Duals onjan. 30-31 at Capital. 
SPOR s 11 
Men·s hoops coming hom.e 
Matt Rayl 
Sport s Reporter 
As the j ohn Carroll Un iversity 
men's basketba 11 team prepa res to 
head into the second half of the 
conference season, it finds itself 
charting unfami liar territory. 
Afte r beginn ing the season 
undefeated with a mark of 7-0, the 
Blue Streaks have been a much 
different team in the past month . 
At press t ime, they had lost five of 
the last seven games, including 
two of the last three. An overall 
dtsappointmgmonth has leftjCU 
with a record of 9-5 (5-3 OAC). 
Oneadvantage the Streaks have 
going into the upcommg stretch 
of important conference games is 
that six of their remai n ing 10 
games are at home, where they 
have won ten in a row. JCU is 36-6 
at home over the past five seasons. 
Two of the roadcontestsareagainst 
Capital and Heidelberg, both of 
whom have losing records 
"We're definitely not got ng to 
throw 111 the towel" semor Ryan 
Eskridge said. "We've been play-
ing good basketball lately, but 
we've just lost a few close games" 
Eskridge believes recent prob-
lems [rom rhe free throw line have 
contributed to the team's 
struggles. In its two games last 
week,JCU shot a paltry 58 percent 
from the charity stnpe, hitt ing 
only 31 of 53 foul shots. 
Senior center Art ie Taylor (45) uses his size to put a Jumper over 
two Capital defenders in last week's 77-€!5 JCU victory. Taylor 
leads the team in rebounding and IS second 1n scoring. 
1Making free throws! is some-
thing you have to do down the 
stretch, especially on the road," 
Eskridge said. "Li ttle th mgs like 
foulshooting,for example, become 
much more im portant when 
you're away from home.· 
With a chance to gain a share 
of first place, JCU fell two games 
behind Ohio Northern in the Ohio 
AthleticConferenceraceafter los-
ing to the Polar Bea rs Saturday on 
the road, 85-79. Carroll has not 
won in Ada s ince they joined the 
OAC for the 1989-90 season. 
j unior Mark Heidorf capped off 
another productive week with 19 
points and 12 rebounds, both team 
highs. Only three nights before, 
Heidorf netted 17 points in the 
Streaks' 77-65 win over Capita l. 
Defense was the name of the game, 
as JCU held the Crusaders' top two 
scorers to only five points in the 
first half. 
"We were in a 2-3 trap defense 
for most of thegame,"Heidorf said. 
1Capi ta l]got some open shots, but 
luckily for us, they weren't hitting 
them in the first half · 
Desptte the victory, the Streaks 
won in rather unimpre sive fash-
ton ln f<1ct, th ing,~ a\mu~l g,ot 
prenyugly. 
Leading 40-19 at halftime and 
by as many as 22 points in the 
second ha lf, j CU seemed ro have 
the game under control. Poor field 
goa l shooting and transition de-
fense, however, allowed the Cru-
saders to close the gap to 69-62 
with just under a minute remain-
ing. The Streaks finally put the 
game away as they buried 8 of 8 
fo ul shots, six by senior poi nt 
guard Mike Pap. 
"We missed severa l opportuni-
ties[in the second half!." JCU head 
coach Mike Moran sa1d. "They 
weren't gambling, and that gave 
us some great looks at the basket. 
DANCE PARIY- No COVER BEFORE 10:30 P.M. 
DJ .'>PINNING THE BEST IN 80's RE1'RO DANCE 
$1 DRAFl'S 
BWFS BAND: WALKING CANE & THE S~<r Doos 
JCU lADIES NIGHT - FREE wrm JCU ID. 
$2 MUG NIGHT-BUY A MUG FOR $2 AND GET $1 REFillS 
PHAB PmunAYs 
HouSE- UNDERGROUND- JUNGLE- HIP- TRIP 
Al:rERNAnvE Roac ONE 
REGGAE EVERY SUNDAY 
RUM DRINI<S $2.00 Au. Nm 
------
Maybe tha t was our problem -
[the looks! we re too good.' 
J U looked tO turn rhmgs 
around la st night as it hosted 
Baldwi n Wallace. The Strea ks 
begin the second pan of the OA-
;;c:.hctlulc th is weekend .\g,amst 
usmg1 1 . 
"Maybe we d id n't come out 
with enough emotton (last 
timel"said Esk ridge, who missed 
a ju mper that could have won the 
firstMuskingum game in the fi nal 
three seconds. "There's no way we 
should lose to them, especially on 
our home floor. Not taking any-
thingaway from them, but we just 
feel we're the better team." 
Classes begin 2/14 in 
Beachwood! 
Call 360-0~ to enroll ! 
PRINCETON ~ 
REVIEW -
-
"When: 
Friday, January 23 
8 p.m., Wolf 8 Pot 
Sponsored by Student Activities 
Sunday~ Jan. 25 
Begins at 6:30p.m. 
"Wolf & Pot 
Good Food & Great Prizes 
ored b Student Activities 
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Deaths lead to NCAA 
wrestling sanctions 
Robert McCarthy 
Staff Reporter 
Three major tragedies have 
shocked college wrestling in the 
past three months and have caused 
major rule changes pertaining to 
conditioning as well as a major 
investigation into performance 
en hancing drugs. 
The recent deaths of Bi lly Jack 
Syalor of Campbell University, 
Joseph LaRosa of Wisconsin 
LaCrosse, and jeff Reese of the 
Un1versHy of Michigan have 
caused the atwnal Collegiate 
Ath letic Association to modify 
weight class restr ict ions and to 
eliminateseveralcommonly used 
weight loss techniques. 
Effective immediately, the 
NCAA w J! l grant all wrestlers a 
seven-pound cushion at their pre-
match weigh-ins 
With theseven-poundcushion, 
a wrestler who we ighs m at 125 
pounds will be permitted to com-
pete in the 118-pound class. In 
addition, wrestlers wi II be granted 
an extra pound for the following 
days of tournaments. 
The new weigh-ins will take 
place two hours prior to the start 
of a dua l meet or tournament, as 
opposed to five hou rs before a 
match. 
The time change regard ing 
weigh-ins has been implemented 
to d iscourage wrestlers from eat-
ing heavily before a match.The 
NCAA also will ban the use of 
rubbe r suits, sa unas, and diuret-
ics. 
They are frequently used in the 
hours before weigh- ins in orde r to 
shed the last few pounds. These 
can lead to severe dehydration 
when used in ex cess. 
The NCAA is hopeful that these 
rule changes will decrease the 
chance of cases of dehydration 
and curb any chances of death in 
the future . 
Each of the aforementioned 
deathswerecaused byacombina-
tionof these weight loss and train-
ing techmques. 
Medical reports have shown 
that creatin was found in two of 
the three wresders who died. 
Creaun IS an orgamc substance 
that causes more water to be stored 
in the muscles. 
The Food and Drug Adminis-
tration has launched an investi-
gation into the side-effects of this 
substance. 
The effect that these actions 
will have on the John Carroll Un i-
versity wrestling program re-
mains to be seen. 
Saunas and rubber suits have 
been used in the past, as well as 
not eating for set amounts of time 
before weigh-i ns 
Injuries don't hold 
Robert McCarthy 
Staff Reporter 
Of ten more~han one route can 
be used to reach a destination or 
goal, and the alternate paths ca n 
be just as effective as the conven-
tional ones. 
This wasdefinatel y the case for 
the John Carroll University wres-
tling team as it finished third out 
of 20 teams last weekend in the 
Budd Whitehill NCAA Division 
Il l National Duals at Lycoming 
College. 
Injuries before and dur ing the 
meet forced jCU head coach Kerry 
Volkmann to scramble the lineup 
in an attempt to uncover the best 
match-ups to secure a solid finish . 
Heading into the meet, JCU 
knew it wou ld be without the se r-
vices of senior Chris Roman, the 
142-pound starter, because of an 
injur y. But, when senior Gram 
Varnum, th e 190-pound starter, 
wen t down with an injury in the 
second match,t heirproblemssud-
den ly doubled. 
"We wen1 into the meet with-
out our starting 142-pounder and 
with as green of a rookie as 1 may 
ever put 1n a li ne-up against this 
caliber of opposition," Volkmann 
said. 'Then we lose our starter at 
190 pounds m the second match. 
But our kids pulled together." 
Junior Jim Ayers, however, 
moved up to 190 pounds from 177, 
where he had already gone 2-0, 
and earned a pin and a maJOrdee~­
ston, leadJngJCU to its third vic-
tor>' in as many matches on the 
weekend. 
JCL.; got off to .1 fast start, 
qUJ kly disposing of its first two 
opponents, State l'mversity of 
!'<rw York Oswego, 41-3, and 
Augustana,25-12. Buttheremain-
ing matches proved to be much 
more competitive. 
The quarterfinal pitted JCU 
against orwich. A pin by Ayers 
at 190 pounds and a win by fresh-
man Pat Beard at 167 pounds put 
the Blue Streaks in contention for 
victory and a spot in the semifi-
na ls. The hopes for JCU to ad-
vance lay on the shoulders of se-
nior heavyweight Rich Esli ch, 
who did not disappoint, turning· 
in a 12-3 major decision victory in 
the final match to give the Blue 
Streaks a 19-18 victory over Nor-
wich and a spot in the semifi nals 
against Springfield. 
In a hard fought semifinal 
ma tchjCU tied Springfield, 18-18. 
Springfield, however, advanced to 
the finals by vi rtue of a tiebreaker, 
the most near fall points. 
Providing a major spark forthe 
BlueStreakswasfreshman Vinnie 
Spitalieri at 118 pounds. Despite 
registering a 1-4 record, Spitalieri 
wrestled well against two national 
qualifiers, and never was defeated 
by more than six points. His ef-
forts helped earn the Blue Streaks 
the solid third place finish, thefif th 
time that they havefmtshed in the 
top three at the tournament in the 
last nine years. 
"Our options at 118 pounds 
were give away six poims wi th a 
fo refett or throw Vinn ie to the 
wolves," Volkmann said 'This be-
ing his first real live competition 
at the collegiate level, he exceeded 
our expectations Without him, 
we do not finish in third place." 
In the third place match,JCU 
defeated Loras 19-12 to finish the 
weekend a combmed 4-0-1 
After a strong showtng at 'la-
tionals without their usualltneup, 
Carroll figures to have then nor-
ma lli ne-up tn order for the OAC 
Duals on jan. 30-31 at Capital. 
SPOR s 11 
Men·s hoops coming ho111e 
Matt Rayl 
Sports Reporter 
As the john Carroll Unive rsity 
men's basketball team prepares to 
head into the second half of the 
conference season, it finds itself 
charti ng unfami li ar tern tory. 
Afte r beginn ing the season 
undefeated with a mark of 7-0, the 
Blue Streaks have been a much 
different team m the past mom h. 
At press time, they had lost five of 
the last seven games, including 
two of the last three. An overall 
disappointing month has leftjCU 
with a record of 9-5 (5-3 OAC). 
One advantage the Streaks have 
going mto the upcommg stretch 
of important conference games is 
that six of their remainmg 10 
games are at home, where they 
have won ten in a row. JCU is 36-6 
at home over the past five seasons. 
Two of the roadcomestsareagainst 
Capital and Heidelberg, both of 
whom have losing records 
"We're definitely not gomg to 
throw in the towel," semor Ryan 
Eskridge said. 'We've been play-
ing good basketball lately, but 
we've just lost a few close games." 
Eskridge believes recent prob-
lems from the free throw line have 
contributed to the team's 
struggles. ln its two games last 
week,JCU shot a paltry 58 percent 
from the charity stripe, hitting 
only 31 of 53 foul shots. 
Senior center Artie Taylor (45) uses his size to put a jumper over 
two Capital deferders in last week's 77-65 JCU victory. Taylor 
leads the team in rebourding and is second in scoring. 
[Making free throws]ts some-
thing you have to do down the 
stretch, especiall y on rhe road," 
Eskridge said. ' Lit tle things li ke 
foulshoot ing, forexample, become 
much more im portant when 
you're away from home." 
With a chance to gain a share 
of first place, JCU fell two games 
behind Ohio Northern in the Ohio 
AthleticConferenceraceafter los-
ing to the Polar Bears Saturday on 
the road, 85-79. Carroll has not 
won in Ada si nce they joined the 
OAC for the 1989-90 season. 
Jun ior Mark Heidorf capped off 
another productive week with 19 
points and 12 rebounds, both team 
highs. Only three nights before, 
Heidorf netted 17 points in the 
Streaks' 77-65 win over Capital. 
Defense was the name of the game, 
as JCU held the Crusaders' top two 
scorers to only five points in the 
first half. 
"We were in a 2-3 trap defense 
for mostof the game," Heidorf sa1d. 
"!Capitall got some open shots, but 
luckily for us, they weren't htt ti ng 
them in the first half · 
Despite the vtctory,theStreaks 
won in rather unimpressive fash-
ion . ln fan, th1 np,, a\mo,t p,m 
prett y ugly 
Leading 40-19at halftime and 
by as many as 22 poin ts in the 
second half, JCU seemed to have 
the game under control. Poor field 
goa 1 shooting and transition de-
fense, however, allowed the Cru-
saders to close the gap to 69-62 
with just under a minute remain-
ing. The Streaks finally put the 
game away as they buried 8 of 8 
foul shots, six by senior poi nt 
guard Mike Pap. 
'We missed several opponuni-
ties lin the second halfl." JCU head 
coach Mike Moran said. 'They 
weren't gambling, and that gave 
us some great looks at the basket. 
DANCE PARIY- No COVER BEFORE 10:30 P.M. 
DJ .liPINNING THE BEST IN 80's RETRO DANC:£ 
$1DRAFI'S 
BWES BAND: WALKING CANE & THE SKY DoGs 
JCU LADIES NIGIIT - FREE W1lH JCU ID. 
$2 MUG NIGHT-BUY A MUG FOR $2 AND GET $1 REmLS 
HouSE- UNDERGROUND- JUNGLE- HIP- TRIP 
REGGAE EVERY SUNDAY ~ 
RUM lhuNics $2.00 Au. Nm 
Maybe that was our problem -
I the looks! were too good." 
JCU looked to turn thmgs 
around Ia t night as it hosted 
Baldwtn-Wallacc. The Streaks 
begm the second part of the OAC 
sc hedule this weekend <~gl\11151 
us ngut ' , 
"Maybe we did n't come out 
with enough emotion [last 
timel,"said Eskridge, who mtssed 
a jumper that could have won the 
first Muskingumgame in the final 
three seconds. 'There's no way we 
should lose to them, especially on 
our home floor. Not taking any-
thingawayfrom them,butwejust 
feel we're the better team." 
Classes begin 2114 in 
Beachwood! 
Call360-0100 to enroll 
.,~CETON ~1 
---
-
-
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Back at full force 
Pam Jimison has rebounded 
from a knee injury to resume 
her tw<rsport career 
Brian Mu hy 
Sports Editor 
You'vegot tocrawl before you 
walk, and sometimes you've got 
to swim before you walk. 
That was the case for Pam 
Jimison after she tore her ante-
rior cruciate ligament playing 
in a summer volleyball tourna-
menr m june 1996. The injury 
required surgery and a couple 
months of rehabilitation, caus-
ing her to miss the entire 1996 
volleyball season. But she was 
ready to swim by December, 
even before she could walk. 
"It took a while before !could 
do flip turns and push off the 
wall,"saldjtmison,21,fromCha-
grin Falls and Kenston H1gh 
School. "But the actual physical 
movement - the kicking - I 
could do that right away." 
The 1996-97 season was her 
first complete swim season be-
cause she had always been play-
ing volleyball into the stan of it 
"I think 1f I would have had a 
complete season wnhout a knee 
injury, I would have even been 
able to do more," she said. 
Do more? That would have 
made for an extremely impres-
sive campaign, considering she 
was the Most Valuable Swimmer 
at the Ohio Athletic Conference 
champLOnshtps. She won two 
mdiVidualevents,wassecond in 
another, and was also on three 
first place relay teams and one 
second pi ace as she recorded the 
hrghest point total foranyswim-
mer in leading the Blue Streaks 
to their eighth straight OAC title. 
But success in the pool is 
nothing new to Jimison, who 
swims the freestyle and back-
stroke. She is now an 11-time 
OAC champion, and the school 
record holder in two individual 
events and two relay events. 
'She's really talented. A very 
hard worker,' JCU head swim-
ming coach Matt Lenhart satd, 
adding, 'But not tapped out.' 
Volleyball really has kept her 
from reaching her full potential. 
Not that that's a bad thing. As a 
sophomore in 1995,Jimison, an 
outside hitter, set the school 
record fordigswith anOAC-best 
578, which worked out to 4.59 
per game, a figure which topped 
theconferenceand wasalso23rd 
in Division III. 
In both her freshman and 
sophomore years, she played on 
teams that received NCAA play-
off berths and reached the final 
eight. They were teams that re-
mained relativelythesamefrom 
one year to the next. But that 
was not the case of this year's 
squad, which consisted of only 
one senior, Lori Hammer. 
Jimison, who will return to 
play volleyball in the 1998 sea-
son, called 1997 a rough year, 
both getting used to new team-
mates and coming back [rom 
being off for a year. The Bfue 
Streaks were 15-17 overall and 3-
6intheOAC,and did not qualify 
for the OAC postseason tourna-
ment. It was the first time since 
1990 that they had a less than 
.500 record both in overall and 
conference play, and did not 
qualify for the OAC postseason. 
"I think the main thing was 
getting used to playing at that 
level again," satdjimison, a biol-
ogy major and psychology mi-
nor with a 3.2 grade point aver-
age planning to attend graduate 
school after graduating in De-
cember. "It's hard. It's not like 
just going to play a pickup game 
of volleyball. You can feel good 
doing that, but this is justa com-
pletely different level." 
She did reach that level , 
though, recording 447 digs on 
the season, an average of 4.06 
per game, which was sixth in 
theOAC. 
While the volleyba II season 
may have had its share of trials, 
the waves in the pool are any-
thing but choppy. Jimison is 
genuinely excited about a team 
she called incredible,especially 
the freshman class. 
"They could win OAC'swith-
out us I think," she said with a 
laugh. "I'm excited to see how 
we do at OAC's. We always 
doublethescoresof otheneams. 
I can't imagine what we're go-
ing to do this year." 
"""" Pam Jimison, pictured next to the pool in JCU's William H. 
Johnson Natatorium, is an 11-time OAC swirrrning champion, 
and has also lettered three times in volleyball. 
The Super Bowl 
Green Bay vs. Denver 
Sunday 6 p.m. NBC 
Women 
swimmers 
sweep four 
Kristen Stlh 
Staff Reporter 
After spending the first two 
weeks of the new year training in 
Florida, the john Carroll Univer-
sity women's swimmmg team de-
feated four opponents, including 
threefrom theOhioAthleticCon-
ference, in five days this past week. 
The Blue Streaks beat Case 
Western Reserve University, l53-
78,for the non-conference victory, 
Hiram, 115-59, and both Mount 
Union, 81-35, and Ohio Northern, 
88-24, in a tri-meet in Ada, Ohio. 
Freshman Carrie Scherger led 
the Blue Streak raid with a total of 
seven first -place finishes, with five 
coming in individual events. At 
CWRU, she won the 200 Free (2 
minutes,0.82seconds)and thelOO 
Free (56.23} Against Hiram, she 
won the 1000 Free (11:21.28). At 
the tri-meet,she captured the 100 
(55.92) and 200 Free (2:01.34). 
Scherger, junior Monica 
Kramer, freshman Anne Learned 
and senior K:Ira Newmeyer at 
CWRU to finish first in the 400 
Free Relay (3:56.23). Scherger, 
Learned and seniors Carrie 
Green plate and Pamjimison took 
first in the 200FreeRelay(l:46.61). 
"My times are better than they 
have ever been due to the amount 
of work that I've been putting into 
swimming," Scherger said. 
Jimison and Newmeyer each 
finished the week with three indi-
vidual victories. 
In diving action, freshman 
Maren Aikey won all six diving 
titles,capturing the one and three-
meter events on-all three days. 
"Sometimes I've seen swimmers 
who don't compete as well com-
ing off the Florida trip, but we did 
very well this past week," JCU head 
coach Matt Lenhart said. "Beating 
Mount Union by as much as we 
did was the most significant win 
for us, especially since they beat 
us last year in a dual meet.' 
STREAKS OF THE WEEK 
MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEw. 
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB. 
Things got pretty competitive for ROTC taught me responsibility self-
this job. I'm sure my college degree discipline and leadership. Those are 
and good grades kept me in the things you just can't learn from a 
running. But in the end it was the textbook. I don't know where I'd be 
leadenhip and management i right now ll I hadn't enrolled in 
experience I got through Army Army ROTC, but I do know one 
ROTC that won them over. Army thing for sure .. .Iwouldn'tbehere. 
~~ 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details, visit 2nd floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
Maren Aikey 
Freshman, Diving 
Was undefeated in six 
events last week, win-
ning three times each 
on the 1- and 3-meter 
diving boards. Posted 
her best scores in the 
tri-meet against OAC 
foes Mount Union and 
Ohio Northern. 
Justin Kerr 
Junior, Wrestling 
Combined 5-0 (2-0 at 
167, 3-0 at 177} at the 
Division Ill National 
Duals. Is now 13-0 in 
duals and 17-1 overall 
to rank number one in 
the OAC in the 167-
pound weight class. 
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Freshman Meghann Hubach powers her way to the basket as 
senior Kate Sullivan (40) fights for postiton Saturday against 
Ohio Northern. 
Women falter in 
cooference play 
Mark Boleky 
Assistant Sports Editor 
, The johr) Ca~.roJ I l)_qi;ve,rsity 
womens basketball team has be-
gun to see results as was predicted 
at the beginning of the season. 
n el fortheBlueStreaks, 
that leaves t e ling for 
position in theOhioAthletic 
ference after losing five of the1r 
last six conference games. 
The JCU 
'We' re getting the shots, but 
we're just not finishing,' Dugan 
said. 'I don't feel we're executm 
real well, and that's the name o 
the game.' 
The squad also came up short 
on Tuesday at Baldwin-Wallace, 
71-56. Although JCU was only 
down by one at halfti me, BW ex-
ploited a risky zone defense by 
Carroll and went on an overtak-
women (7-8, 4-
5 OAC), picked 
seventh in the 
preseason OAC 
polls, started 
the season well 
but have 
"/don't feel we're 
executing real well, 
and that's the 
ing run in the 
middle of the 
second half. 
Through-
out the night, 
the Yellow 
jacketsconsis-
tently beatthe 
dropped to 
sixth place. name of the game." ;~~a;~d~o the 
Two close 
home losses in 
the past two 
weeks have hurt 
them in their attempt to gain 
ground in the conference. 
The Streaks lost, 64-60, to 
Muskingum onjan.lO and fell to 
Ohio Northern University, 57-55, 
on Saturday. In both contests, Car-
roll got strong outside shooting, 
includingtwothree-point baskets 
from senior point guard Christine 
Marrapese in the last minute 
aga inst ONU. 
Head coach Carol Dugan was 
happy with the team effort from 
her relanvely young group, but 
sawproblemson theoffensiveend. 
Carol Dugan 
"We've 
been playing 
stronger 
teams, and 
have had some good efforts, espe-
cially !Tuesday! night," senior for-
ward Molly Bren love said. "There's 
been a lot we can build off of. and 
so you have to take the good things 
and go with them." 
That will be important in the 
upcominggames,asjCU starts the 
second half of its OAC schedule. 
The rest of the Streaks' nine re-
maining games will be against 
conference foes. A better finish in 
the conference will give them an 
easier seed when OAC playoffs 
begin. 
CN Super Bowl picks 
Brian Murphy 
Green Bay, 24-13 
Bob Noll: 
Green Bay, 35-17 
MarkBolehy 
Green Bay, 27-20 
Rona Proudfoot 
Green Bay, 48-14 
Bob McCarthy 
Denver, 44-20 
MattRayl : 
Green Bay, 3H 4 
SPOR1S D 
Men's swimming coming together 
Rona Proudfoot 
Staff Reporter 
Despite being without preseason 
standout,asf reshmanj.P Merchant 
was sick with the flu, the john 
Carroll Uni versitymen'sswtmmmg 
anddivmgteam edgedltswaypast 
two Ohio Athletic Conference foes. 
jCU dropped a non-conference 
meet at Case Western Reserve,l29-
92, but rebounded by opemng the 
home schedule with a victory over 
Hiram,92-78.1natri meetthispast 
weekend, the Blue Streaks defeated 
host Ohio Northern,64-43, but fell 
to defending conference champiOn 
Mount Union, 65-48. 
Merchant was limited to two first 
place finishes early in the week as 
he was unable tocompetein them-
meet. "It !Merchant's absence! 
may have made a difference Sat-
urday [against Mount Union!." 
JCU head coach Matt Lenhart 
sat d. 
junior Pnnceton transfer 
Gerry Shay made an tmmcdiate 
impact for the Blue Streaks m 
hisfJTStweekof competlllon. He 
won eight races 1n the course of 
the three meets , including 
double wins in the 200 and 500 
Free. Shay a \so anchored 1 he 200 
Medley Relay 111 the tri-meet. 
"I'm just glad to go out there 
and compete. Its a great group 
and a great squad," Shay said 
Lenhart expects hay ro go 
far individually,and to possibly 
even qualify for national com-
petition, despite rr issingsometime 
in the water. "I took ume off in 
December, so I'm not in fantastic 
shape," Shay admttted. 
Sophomore Pete Wats also 
emerged strong th1spast week wnh 
five first place ftnishes. 
Although the dual meet season 
has not yet ended, the mapnty of 
the team has focused pnmarilyon 
theOAC Cham pions hi ps,still three 
weeks away "We've had a few guys 
do\Yn.' Shay satd, 'and we're look-
mg forward to havmg a full squad 
at OAC: 
JCU is in action today at Buffalo 
State, but return home tomorrow 
to host Oberlin. The ream ends its 
regular OACschedule at Baldwin-
Wallace on Saturday. 
SPORTS FLASHES 
London Fletcher continued 
his outstanding football season 
atthe50th Aztec Bowl in Toluca, 
Mexico, on Dec. 20,1997. 
The Blue Streak senior inside 
linebacker had a team-high nine 
tackles in leading a team of 35 
Division lll All-Stars over the 
Mexico College A 11-Stars, 4 2-41. 
'We had a linebacker, Lon-
don Fletcher from john Carroll, 
who the pros better take a look 
at. He could really run,' said 
retired Central (Iowa) College 
coaching legend Ron Schipper, 
who coached the Division Ill 
team, following the game. 
The delense allowed only 57 
rushing yards to the Mexican 
team, and the Amencan team 
led 32-ISat the end of threequar-
. \ t 
con version by the Mexican team 
in the final etghtseconds to pre-
serve the victory. The Division 
Ill All-Stars, however, had only 
35playerscomparedtoMe icc's 
85. 
REBOUNDING MACHINE -
Senior Artie Taylor became the 
13th Blue Streak eve no grab 500 
career rebounds in a 93-86 loss 
to the University of Califorma-
San Diego on jan. 4. Currently, 
he is third in theOACaveraging 
8.4 rebounds per game .... jun-
ior Dan Coxon had l Opointsand 
a career-high 11 rebounds 
againstCapltaltorecord the first 
double-double of hrs career. . 
Coxon leads the OAC in three-
pomt percentage at.478 .... jun-
ior Mark Heidorf is fourth in the 
league in scoring (18 potnts per 
game) and second in f1eld goal 
rcema e(.609) \nh1sf1r~t 
careers art, senior M!chaefPap 
had 11 points and !Oassists in an 
86-73loss to Christian Heritage 
on Dec. 31, 1997. 
CONGRATULATIONS -
junior Erin Biehle scored her 
600th career point against 
Christian Hentagc on Dec. 31, 
1997, In a 65-53 victory .... Se-
nior Christine Marra pest Is sec-
ond in the OAC averaging 2.7 
steals per game. 
VIS FOR VICTORY- Senior 
Chris Roman and JUnior justin 
Kerr recorded thetr 60th career 
vtctories at the Flonda College 
Duals Dec. 29-30111 Orlando, Fla 
.. juniorjlmAyers recorded hts 
50th career victory thi · past 
weekend at the Division Ill a-
tiona! Dual ChampiOnship. 
Semor Nate Samblanet's 14 VIC-
tori·~ thu~ LH .n · ,1 pcr!>Onal 
record for a s1ngle season. 
BRIAN MURPHY 
SPEND LESS TIME MAKING MORE MONEY. 
Would you rather deliver 
pizzas for $5/hour ... 
... or make SB·$9/hour at UPS? 
PLUS 
• Full benefits package 
• Multiple evening & night shifts 
• Load, unload, hand-sort packages 
CALL l-800-JOB-UPS-4U 
Equal 0ppor1unity Employer . . 
-
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Back at full force 
Pam Jimison has rebounded 
from a knee injury to resume 
her two-sport career 
Brian Mu h 
Sports Ed1tor 
You'vegor rocrawl before you 
walk, and sometimes you've got 
to swim before you walk. 
That was the case for Pam 
Jimison after she tore her ante-
rior cruciate ligament playing 
in a summer volleyball tourna-
ment in june 1996. The injury 
required surgery and a couple 
months of rehabllaanon, caus-
mg her 10 miss the entire 1996 
volleyball season. But she was 
ready to swim by December, 
even before she could walk. 
"It took a while before !could 
do flip turns and push off the 
wall ,"saidjlmison,2l,from Cha-
grin Falls and Kenston High 
Sc hool "But the actual physical 
movement - the kicking - I 
could do that right away." 
The 1996-97 season was her 
first complete swim season be-
cause she had always been play-
ing volleyball into the start of it. 
"! think If I would have had a 
complete season without a knee 
injury, l would have even been 
able to do more," she said. 
Do more? That would have 
made for an extremely impres-
sive campaign, considering she 
was the Most ValuableSwimmer 
at the Ohio Athletic Conference 
championships. She won rwo 
mdJVIdualevents,wassecond in 
another, and was also on three 
first place relay teams and one 
second place as she recorded the 
highest point total foranyswim-
mer in leading rhe Blue Streaks 
to their eigh rh straight OAC title. 
But success in the pool is 
nothing new to Jimison, who 
swims the freestyle and back-
stroke. She is now an 11-time 
OAC champiOn, and the school 
record holder in two individual 
events and two relay events. 
"She's really talented. A very 
hard worker," jCU head swim-
ming coach Matt Lenhart sa id, 
adding, 'But not tapped out.' 
Volleyball really has kept her 
from reaching her full potential. 
Not that that's a bad thmg. As a 
sophomore in 1995,Jimison, an 
outside hitter, set the school 
record fordigswi than OAC -best 
578, which worked out to 4.59 
pergame,a figure which topped 
theconferenceand wasalso23rd 
in Division Ill. 
In both her freshman and 
sophomore years, she played on 
teams that received NCAA play-
off berths and reached the final 
eight. They were teams that re-
mained relatively the same from 
one year to the next. But that 
was not the case of this year's 
squad, which consisted of only 
one semor, Lori Hammer. 
Jimison, who will return to 
play volleyball in the 1998 sea-
son, called 1997 a rough year, 
both getting used to new team-
mates and coming back lrom 
being off for a year. The Bf ue 
Streaks were 15-17 overalland3-
6in theOAC,anddid not qualify 
for the OAC postseason tourna-
ment. It was the first time since 
1990 that they had a less rhan 
.500 record both in overall and 
conference play, and did not 
qualify for the OAC postseason. 
"I think the main thing was 
getting used to playing at that 
levelagain,"saidJimison,a biol-
ogy major and psychology mi-
nor with a 3.2 grade point aver-
age planning to attend graduate 
school after graduating in De-
cember. "It's hard. Irs not like 
just going to play a pickup game 
of volleyball. You can feel good 
doing that, but this is just acom-
pletel y different level." 
She did reach that level, 
though, recording 447 digs on 
the season, an average of 4.06 
per game, which was sixth m 
theOAC. 
While the volleyball season 
may have had its share of trials, 
the waves in the pool are any-
thing but choppy. Jimison is 
genuinely excited about a team 
she called incredi ble,especially 
the freshman class. 
"They could winOACswith-
out us I think," she said with a 
laugh. "l'm excited to see how 
we do at OAC's. We always 
doublethescoresof otherteams_ 
I can't imagine what we're go-
ing to do this year." 
fl.rWl Murph)' 
Pam Jimison. pictured next to the pool in JCU's William H. 
Johnson Natatorill11, is an 11-time OAC swirrrning champion, 
and has also lettered three times in volleyball. 
The Super Bowl 
Green Bay vs. Denver 
Sunday 6 p.m. NBC 
Women 
swimmers 
sweep four 
Kristen Stlh 
Staff Reporter 
After spending rhe first two 
weeks of the new year training in 
Florida, the john Carroll Univer-
sity women's swimming team de-
feated four opponents, including 
three from the Ohio Athletic Con-
ference, in five days this past week. 
The Blue Streaks beat Case 
Western Reserve Uni versi ry, 153-
78,forthe non-conference victory, 
Hiram, 115-59, and both Mount 
Union, 81-35, and Ohio Northern, 
88-24, m a tri-meet in Ada, Ohio. 
Freshman Carrie Scherger led 
the Blue Streak raid with a total of 
seven first-placefinishes, wirhfive 
coming in individual events. At 
CWRU, she won the 200 Free (2 
minutes, 0.82seconds) and the 100 
Free (56.23). Against Hiram, she 
won the 1000 Free (11:2!.28). At 
the tri-meet, she captured the 100 
(55.92)and 200 Free (2:01.34). 
Scherger, junior Monica 
Kramer, freshman Anne Learned 
and senior K:ua Newmeyer at 
CWRU to finish first in the 400 
Free Relay (3:56.23). Scherger, 
Learned and seniors Carrie 
Green plate and Pam Jimison rook 
first in the 200 Free Relay 0:46.61). 
"My times are better than they 
have ever been due lO the amount 
of work that I've been putting into 
swimming," Scherger said. 
Jimison and Newmeyer each 
finished rhe week with three indi-
vidual victories. 
ln diving action, freshman 
Maren Aikey won all six diving 
titles,capturingtheoneand three-
meter events on· all three days. 
"Sometimes l'veseen swimmers 
who don't compete as well com-
ing off the Florida trip, but we did 
very well this past week," jCUhead 
coach Matt Lenhart said. "Beating 
Mount Union by as much as we 
did was the most significant win 
for us, especially since they beat 
us last year in a dual meet.' 
STREAKS OF THE WEEK 
MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW. 
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB. 
Things got pretty competitive for ROTC taught me responsibility self-
this job. I'm sure my college degree discipline and leadership. Those are 
and good grades kept me in the things you just can't learn from a 
running. But in the end it was the textbook. I don't know where I'd be 
leade"hip and management m right now if I hadn't eruolled in 
experience I got through Army Army ROTC, but I do know one 
ROTC that won them over. Army thing for sure ... I wouldn't be here. 
~~ 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLlEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details, visit 2nd F1oor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
Maren Aikey 
Fre~hman, Diving 
Was undefeated in six 
events last week, win-
ning three times each 
on the 1- and 3-meter 
diving boards. Posted 
her best scores in the 
tri-meet against OAC 
foes Mount Union and 
Ohio Northern. 
Justin Kerr 
Junior, Wrestling 
Combined 5-0 (2-0 at 
167, 3-0 at 177) at the 
Division Ill National 
Duals. Is now 13-0 in 
duals and 17-1 overall 
to rank number one in 
the OAC in the 167-
pound weight class. 
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Freshman Meghann Hubach powers her way to the basket as 
senior Kate Sullivan (40) fights for postiton Saturday against 
Ohio Northern. 
Women falter in 
cooference play 
Mark Boleky 
Assistant Sports Editor 
, T\l,e John c;:arJoJl \J.ni;vt;~sity 
women's basketball team has be-
gun to see results as was predicted 
at the beginning of the season. 
n el fortheBlueStreaks, 
that leaves t e ling for 
position in theOhioAth letic 
ference after losing five of their 
last six conference games. 
The JCU 
"We're getting the shots, but 
we're just not fini shing," Dugan 
S!'ic\. ' I don't feel we're execuun 
real well, and that's the name o 
the game." 
The squad also came up short 
on Tuesday at Baldwin-Wallace, 
71-56. Although JCU was only 
down by one at half time, BW ex-
ploited a risky zone defense by 
Carroll and went on an overtak-
women (7-8, 4-
5 OAC), picked 
seventh in the 
preseason OAC 
polls, started 
the season well 
but have 
"I don't feel we're 
executing real well, 
and that's the 
ing run in the 
middle of the 
second half. 
Thro ugh -
our the nigh r, 
the Yellow 
Jacketsconsis-
ten tl y be a tt he 
dropped to 
sixt h place. f h 
, Streaks to the 
name 0 t e game. rebound. 
Two close 
home losses in 
the past two 
weeks have hurt 
them in the ir attempt to gain 
ground in the conference. 
The Streaks lost, 64-60, to 
Muskingum onJan.lO and fell to 
Ohio Northern University, 57-55, 
onSaturday.ln bothcontests,Car-
roll got strong outside shooting, 
including two three-point baskets 
from senior pointguard Christine 
Marrapese in the last minute 
aga inst ONU. 
Head coach Carol Dugan was 
happy with the ream effort from 
her relatively young group, but 
saw problemson theoffensiveend. 
Carol Dugan 
"We've 
been playing 
stronger 
reams, and 
have had some good efforts, espe-
cially [Tuesday] night," senior for-
ward Molly Bren love said. "There's 
been a lot we can build off of, and 
so you have to take the good things 
and go with them." 
That will be important in the 
upcominggames,asjCUstartsthe 
second half of its OAC schedule. 
The rest of the Streaks' nine re-
maining games will be aga inst 
conference foes. A better fi nish in 
the conference will give them an 
easier seed when OAC playoffs 
begin. 
CNSuperBowlpicks 
Brian Murphy. 
Green Bay, 24-13 
Mark Bolehy. 
Green Bay,27-20 
Bob McCarthy: 
Denver, 44-20 
Bob Noll: 
Green Bay, 35-17 
Rona Proudfoot: 
_Green Bay, 48-14 
Matt Ray!: 
Green Bay, 31-l 4 
SPOR1S D 
Men's swimming coming together 
Rona Proudfoot 
Staff Reporter 
Desplte being wnhout preseason 
standout, a f reshmanj.P Merchant 
was sick with the flu, the john 
Carroll University men'ssWJmming 
anddivmgteam edgedttswaypast 
rwo Ohio A rhletic Conference foes. 
JCU dropped a non-conference 
meet at Case Western Reserve, 129-
92, but rebounded by opening the 
home schedule with a victory over 
Hiram,92-78. lnatri meetthispast 
weekend, the Blue Streaks defeated 
host Ohio Northern, 64-43, bur fell 
to defending conference champion 
Mount Union, 65-48. 
Merchant was limited totwofirsr 
place finishes early in rhe week as 
he was unable to compete in rhe tn-
meet. "lt [Merchant's absence! 
may have made a difference Sat 
urday [against Mount Umon]," 
JCU head coach Matt Lenhart 
said. 
junior Princeton transfer 
Gerry Shay made an immediate 
tmpacr for the Blue Streaks m 
htsflrst week of competition. lie 
won eight races m the course of 
the three meets , i ncl ud mg 
double wins in rhe 200 and 500 
Free. Shay also anchored the 200 
Medley Relay m the tri-meet. 
"I'm just glad to go out there 
and compete. It's a great group 
and a great squad," Shay said. 
Lenhart expects hay to go 
far mdividually,and to possibly 
even qualify for national com-
petition, despite rr issingsometime 
in the water. "I wok ume off in 
December, so I'm nm in fantastic 
shape." Shay admmed 
Sophomore Pete Wab also 
emerged strongdliS past week wnh 
five first place finishes. 
A It hough the dual meet season 
has not yet ended, the ma.)Onty of 
the team has focused primarily on 
theOACChampionsh1~,stillthree 
weeks away "We've had a few guys 
do1vn," Shay satd "and we're look-
mg forward lO having a full squad 
at OAC." 
JCU is in action today at Buffalo 
State, but return home tomorrow 
to host Oberlin The team ends ltS 
regular OAC schedule at Baldwin 
Wallace on Saturday 
SPORTS FLASHES 
London Fletcher continued 
his outstanding football season 
atthe50thAztec Bowlin Toluca, 
Mexico, on Dec. 20, 1997. 
The Blue Streak senior inside 
linebacker had a ream-high nine 
tackles in leading a team of 35 
Division lil All-Stars over the 
Mexico College All-Stars, 42-41. 
"We had a linebacker, Lon-
don Fletcher from john Carroll, 
who the pros better take a look 
at He could really run," said 
rettred Central (Iowa) College 
coaching legend Ron Schipper, 
who coached the Division 111 
team, following the game. 
The defense allowed only 57 
rushing yards to the Mexican 
ream, and the American team 
led 32-lSat thee:ndof thre:e:quar-
u. L.lol'4o.Ao.Oa.Wilo~W!,l: I l 
conversion by the Mexican team 
in the final eight seconds to pre-
serve the victory. The Division 
Ill All-Stars. however, had only 
35playerscompared to Mexico's 
85. 
REBOUNDING MACHINE -
Senior Artie Taylor became the 
13th Blue Streak ever lO grab 500 
career rebounds in a 93-86 loss 
to the University of California-
San Diego on jan. 4. Curremly, 
he is third in theOACaveraging 
8.4 rebounds per game .... jun-
ior Dan Coxon had JO poi ntsand 
a career-htgh 11 rebounds 
againstCapital to record the first 
double-double of his career .. 
Coxon leads the OAC in three-
pcint percentage at .478 .. .. jun-
ior Mark Heidorf is (ounh in the 
league in scoring (18 points per 
game) and second m field goal 
rcenta •c (609). In hts first 
career start, senior Michael Pap 
had l1 points and tO assists man 
86-73 loss to Christian Hemage 
on Dec. 31. J 997. 
CONGRATULATIONS -
junior Erin Biehle scored her 
600th career point against 
Christian Heritage on Dec. 31, 
1997, m a 65-53 VIctory Se-
nior Christine Marrapese is sec-
ond in the OAC averagmg 2.7 
stea Is per game. 
VIS FOR VICfORY- Semor 
Chris Roman and junior Justin 
Kerr recorded their 60th career 
vtctories at the Flonda College 
Duals Dec. 29-30 m Orlando, Fla. 
.. juniorjimAyersrecorded hts 
50th career victory th1 past 
weekend ar th Division Ill Na-
tional Dual Champtonship. 
Se mor Nate Sam blanet's 14 vic-
ton'S 1hu~ \,1r ,m: a \)Crs.mal 
record for a stngle season. 
BRIAN MURPHY 
SPEND LESS TIME MAKING MORE MONEY. 
Would you rather deliver 
pizzas for $5/hou rl I I 
... or make SB·$9/hour at UPS? 
PLUS 
• Full benefits package 
• Multiple evening & night shifts 
• Load, unload, hand-sort packages 
I S! I 
~ 
CALL l-800-JOB-UPS-4U 
Equal Oppottuntty ~ployer. 
I -
. ' 
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Editorial opinion 
Roll Call: 
Strict attendance policies spread 
It's the first day of class in the new semester and the teacher 
just passed out the dreaded course syllabus. As the msrructor 
rambles on about course ob,JCctives and requirements in stan-
dard first-day-of -class proce'd ure. most stud ems fmd themselves 
mesmenzed by a little paragraph called, "TheA ttendance Policy" 
At thts pomt, students find themselves in one of two boats. One 
we call the Titamc- where you sink after only three absences. 
The other we call the Carnival LuxuryCruiseliner (with Kathie 
Lee Gifford) that sets sail for all you can eat buffets, late night 
dancing and sleep1ng all tlay (right through class, of course). 
Glancmg through syllabi from anum ber of classes offered at 
John Carroll, it's likely that many of you will find yourselves 
aboard the Titanic this semester. Some pohcies stipulate that 
more than three absences results m a lower grade for the course. 
Many students probably know that the three absence level 
can easily be surpassed in JUSt a few short weeks of the 15-week 
semester. 
But if you're lucky, you might find a more user-friendly atten-
dance policy. If you read between the I i nes, it goes a lin le some-
rhmg !tke this, "Attendance is not mandatory, because l don't 
take attendance, don't notice who's here and who's not, and [ 
don'! dock your final grade for excessive absences-even if you 
only make a guest appearance in class on exam days." 
To be completely honest, the official JCU policy on atten-
dance IS the captain of the. Titanic. As it states, "Students are 
expected to attend each and every scheduled meeting of all 
courses in which they are enrolled and to be present for the full 
class period. Absenteeism and tardiness,' regardless of cause, are 
a threat to academic achievement." The policy allows for docu-
mented excused absences, but theseonlycover illness, accidents 
or other serious emergencies. 
Bummer. 
Nowhere in this policy are excuses such as hangovers, late-
night drinking or lack of desire to get out of bed. 
While in the ideal world. we would go to class, take in a 
myriad of facts and hope they were enriching us, it's definitely 
preferable to ponder the important stuff from tbccomfgnoi OUl' 
own 
Sure, we may be rheones missingouwna high quality liberal 
arts education when we decide to miss class alter class, but you 
could also miss out on h£e if you let it pass you by. While those 
students who do make it to class and dedicate themselves to 
textbooks may have the perks of a stellar report card, the real 
world can't always be learned in the classroom. Go out, enjoy life. 
meet people. Ina phrase,"CarpeDiem."(Um,l think I picked that 
up during one of my cameos in Philosophy 101...) 
jones vs. Clinton 
loses focus 
Apparent! y Bill Clinton never realized Paula]ones'high main· 
1enance needs-maybe she would have stuck with him If he had. 
But now jones has marched into a sexual harassment lawsuit 
against the president with new makeup, clothes and hairstyle 
intending to depose Clinton. Not only does this come off as a 
cheap attempt on her part to make herself look "affair-worthy." 
but it seems like it could be a pathetic Republican strategy to 
indict Clinton. 
Of course, a reliable answer can't come from jones herself, 
who told the media prior to raising her settlement from $700,000 
to $2 million, that she's not doing this £or the money; and she 
Slmpl)Owants an apology. And why does she want an apology? 
jones (in her Arkansas accent) told the media, "He [Clinton) 
'sposed' himself, and that's not right." 
Yet there's something about this estimated $20,000 new look, 
besides all the media attention it's getting, that could catch on. 
While Paula jones 1s living proof of rhe negativity involved in 
taking sexual harassment charges to trial. Yet, jones' life has 
taken an abrupt turn for the better since this lawsuit. She holds 
meetings. has book offers and a publicist. Her legal defense fund 
foots the bill for grooming and jewelry for media appearances. 
The saga conunues. Meanwhile, the public loses sight of rhe 
real1ssue. a woman's claim that the current president sexually 
harassed her while he was the governor of Arkansas. It seems 
basi ally cut and dry, yet the is ue is muddled by the inclinations 
of the media finding a story in jones' wardrobe instead of in her 
allegations of wrongdomg by the president and politicians' de-
sires to advance their societa btanding. 
Thus, therein lies the problem. There wtll be endless prob-
lems and disagreements in society, yet the mode of dealing With 
them needs to change. Whtle the problems, unfortunately, may 
find their way into the careers of people, the people need not 
make a career off of the problems. 
·., 
EDITORIAL 
I 
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CD CHEAT 
® RETREAT 
@ REPEAT 
SADDAM'S ONLY GAM~ PLAN 
fll T 8 & 
HIT: A four day week. miss: Not finding out a class is cancelled 
until the first day of school. miss(ing sleep]: DJ's on the 3-6a.m. 
time slot at WJCU radio. HIT: Campus security wiping the snow off 
your windshield ... Oh wait, they're checking for parking stickers. 
miss: The ''Titanic" obsession runs rampant on campus. HIT: The 
new, updated rec plex computer lab. miss: Cafeteria drink 
machines being shut off an hour before meal time ends. 
Staff Commentary 
Generation X: 
No time for politics 
At this point in my life, I feel I should be reading news-
papers and watching CNN daily just to be an educated 
individual, if for no other reason. After all, soon I will be a 
functioning member of society, with a job, bllls, etc. But the 
truth is that even though I want to, I 
just don't have the time to. 
And so, the latest political devel-
opments fly by me. But I guess that 
just puts me in the majority of my 
peers. According to a survey released 
last week by the Higher Education 
Research Institute at the University 
of California at Los Angeles, America's 
latest group of college students (i.e. 
the class of 2001) is even less inter-
ested in politics than previous classes. 
Brian Murphy 
Sports 1!4ltor 
Oddly enough, though, the largest 
U.S. study of college freshmen found that the political 
apathy was not because of an abundance of school work. 
That, however, was based on the fact that college freshmen 
reported spending less than six hours per week with their 
school work as high school seniors. 
As high school seniors? Comparing the senior year in 
high school to the freshman year in college is like compar-
ing Yanni with Henry Rollins. 
In the end, though. as has been the case throughout the 
1990s, the number saying it's important to pay attention to 
politics fell,as26.7 percent called it a priority, with a record 
low saying they talk about politics of ten. 
And why should politics be a priority? Who has time to 
pay attention to and discuss the latest tax reform bill? For 
the amount of money college costs today, we need to con-
centrate on getting jobs once we're out of school. 
Here's a personal example. Last week, l bought a class 
book consisting of about 200 photocopied pages (both 
sides)-and l haven 't yet gotten volume two which has just 
as many pages. I'm also supposed to check the Internet, 
read newspapers and watch the news for class discussions. 
That's just one class of the five I'm taki ng. Now I don't 
mean tosingleout that class or instructor because there are 
many classes like it. It should be an interesting class, but 
one I can't possibly do all the work that's asked of me. 
ljust don't have the time todoeveryrhing the instructor 
wants. l havefourotherclasses(all with their own tests and 
projects), spend about 25 hours each week working on this 
newspaper and another lOat WJCU because l need experi-
ence for the internships for which l'm now applying. 
Thus, politics are put on the back burner. Combining 
school, experience for the real world and a social life just 
leaves very little room, if any, for political discussion. 
And so, the answer for all the experts, who mainly seem 
to be college professors, ts this -look right in f rant of your 
face. Students are busy people with a lot on their plates. 
And politics IS just a dessert for most 
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The Hidde11 Holocaust 
Commentary by Patrick McGannon 
If you think that the leadmg 
cause of death in the United States 
IS heart disease, stroke, or cancer, 
then think again The facts show 
that the leadmg cause of death in 
our country is abortion. Accord-
ing to the Cemerfor Disea e Con-
trol, each year bet ween 1.3 and l 6 
million children are killed by 
abortion. One h ild every 2 4 sec-
onds is killed by abonion; that is 
more than 3,700 children a day 
One in every three pregnancies 
ends in abortion. Since Its legal 
ization in the U.S. on january 22, 
1973, there have been more than 
34 million children killed by this 
inhumane procedure. 
Many people mtstakenly be-
lieve that most abortions a redone 
for rape, mcest, fetal abnormality, 
or the health of the mother. One 
could not be further from the 
truth. According to the Alan 
Gunmacher Institute, a research 
institute special1zmgin reproduc-
ll ve stalls! ics, 95 percent of abor-
tions are purely elective. Only one 
percent of abortions are per-
formed for rape or incest, another 
one percent for feta I abnorma li-
Lies, and on I y three percent for 
the health of the mother 
You may be askmg yourself 
why I keep using the word "kill" 
when speaktng of abortion. Isn't 
the status of an unborn child a 
religious issue? The answer is no. 
The status of an unborn ch1ld is 
far from a religious issue, It is a 
scientific one Science says that 
three processes must be present 
for something to be defined as liv-
ing. The c processes arc me tabo-
the type who would normally 
plow through the box for fun, he 
steps on the gas pedal. Suddenly, 
Gus notices several children dart-
ingoutof the box. But, he does not 
know whether or not all of the 
children have exited their tempo-
rary playhouse. Should he hit the 
box., or swerve to avOid 1tJ I thmk 
that any rational person would 
swerve to avoid it. But why do we 
do thisJ We do this because we 
know a livmghuman being might 
bemsidethatbox. Wegivelifethe 
benefit of the doubt, and swerve 
w avoid the possible disaster. If 
you do nor thmk that science has 
resolved the debate on the status 
of the unborn, shouldourgovern-
mem not give human hfe the ben 
efit of th doubt and make abor-
tion illegal untillt can prove that 
the unborn child is surely not 
alive? Fortunately, science has 
already determined that the un 
born child is alive and therefore 
the protecuon of the mnocent 
unborn should be guaranteed 
Smce abomon kill a living 
human bemg, ir should be out-
lawed except to save the life of the 
mother. Even in cases of rape and 
incest, the unborn baby is sull a 
living human being with the nght 
to live. As long as we are talking 
about a living human bctng, no 
pro ·abortion argument can stand. 
Nothing can be more imponam 
than human hfe. 
This being the anmversary of 
Roe vs. Wade, which legalized 
abortion25yearsago, l would like 
each of you to make a promise to 
your If Forth women reading 
1 , lau:d r th, · d 
production. All three of these 
characteristics are met by a pre-
born baby from the time of con-
ception. This unborn child has46 
uniquechromosomeswhichmake 
it a human being. 
l , l~.l th.~<~. L:..,.._"""""....., 
you will choose life over If estyle 
if you find yourself trapped in an 
unplanned pregnancy. For the 
men reading this, make a promise a chick ... Put my needs before all others ... Get a job and a new car ... 
Not kil te ... Take over the world ... Sober up ... Get more today that if your girlfriend or wife 
involved ... Quit smoking ... Pass organic chemistry ... Find a boyfriend ... 
For those of you who do not 
accept science's definition of hu-
man life and still question the liv-
ing status of the unborn, let me 
give you a hypothetical scenario 
that may change your view. Gus is 
driving down the street when he 
sees a large ref rig era tor box I ying 
in the middle of the road. Being 
experiences an unplanned preg-
nancy, you will give her the love 
Go to class on time ... Work on time-management. .. Come to terms with 
my sexuality ... Become a better listener ... Convince my boyfriend to quit 
belching ... Stop procrastinating ... Hunt and fish more ... Stop getting up at 
6 am in the mornings (ROTC) ... Become more aware of what I'm 
wearing ... Learn Portuguese ... Be nicer to people ... 
and support she needs in order to 
choose life. There are many non-
profit organizarions in the Cleve-
land area staffed by loving volun-
teers that are willing to help any-
one experiencing a crisis preg-
nancy with both emotional and 
medical needs. 
He MMd She-Mlid • • 7wo tak.a on "7itanic II 
At some time in the last few weeks, ev-
ery male on thiscampushas probably heard 
these words: "You are going to see 'Titanic.' 
You have no choice." 
Don't get me wrong, "Titanic" is a good 
movie, or at least as good a movie as can be 
made when the viewer already knows the 
endi ng. l was shocked when I was told it 
only won the Golden Globe for Best Picture, 
rather than the award for the Best Picture 
EVER Made in the History of Cinema. Give 
me a break. The only thing bigger than the 
box orfice receipts is the number of people 
who have lost perspective in dealing with 
this movie. 
Keep in mind that it is a movie: it was 
made to take your money. Not that a few 
bucks is too much to payforgoodentertam-
ment, but for some it has become an addic-. 
uon. See it once. Twice maybe. After that, 
do something with yourselves Read a book 
Wash your hair. Wme to your local con-
gressman just don't sit and watch that 
movie for the twelfth time. I believe in the 
"good cry" theory, but what kind of perver-
sity are you indulgtngin when your cathar-
sis comes from watching 1500 people die? 
You know you only cry for lovely Leo. 
1 am not pumnganyonedown for weep-
ing at the film It was heart-wrenchmg to 
watch so many people die because of man's 
hubris in his inventions. Guys, you can still 
be manly if you shed a tear or two. I myself 
did. not cry, because l really couldn't hear 
the movie: the middle-aged woman in the 
once baggy but now stretch-pants with the 
clown makeup- you know her, she was in 
your theater, too- was crying louder than a 
Murphy Hall fire alarm. 
The worst of all is the unabashed deifi-
cation of Leonardo DiCaprio. He made an 
excellent performance, and his character 
was nobly written. But the last theater I 
went to (to see a movie besides "Titanic"-
try it! you might like itO they were handing 
out complimentary beach towels so the 
women could mop up theirowndroolafter 
seeing Leo. What can besoappealingabout 
him? lf I lost thirty pounds and looked like 
I was temporarily suspended in puberty, 
would women worship at my feet? 
So I leave you with some parting advice. 
Women, get a hold of yourselves! How dis-
turbed would you be with your men if they 
constantly yearned for a Hollywood star. 
You can never havejack Dawson; he is lying 
at the bottom of the ocean. If that doesn't 
bring you back toreality,happyswimmmg! 
Andgu)'s,l suggest trymg tosketchasmany 
naked women as possible; if"Titanic" is any 
gauge, you could becometheob_)Cctof every 
gtrl 's dreams -Tom Franzinger 
Alright guys, seeing as you might not be 
the brightest bulbs on the chandelier, I'm 
going to give you a little clue about why so 
many girls get emorional and teary-eyed 
during"Titanic." Sure. there are other great 
love stories out there, yet every Carroll girl 
thmksshe is Kate Winslet and islookingfor 
her Leonardo DiCaprio, the love of her life. 
This fanatic, die-hard sisterhood is mul-
tiplying faster than rabbits, and if you have 
not already been bombarded by the broads, 
look out! Why are they evolving at warp 
speed? They've seen the light, and smm-
blingoutof Quinnswith youisquitef rankly 
dulling their lives. 
We want depth, a man motivated by 
something more than the endless cycle of 
Taco Bell commercials, football, sex, drink-
ing ... Thecharacter"jack,"ontheother hand 
is interested in art, dancing, seeing the world, 
searchmg for meaning, and what makes 
people tick. 
Even though lam a female,! wtll not get 
all gushy about DiCaprio. I am hereto help 
you understand and sympathize with our 
sad options for a relationship. 
I am becoming accustomed and even 
empatheuc to geuing the third degree on 
how many times I've seen this flick and 
how soon 1 can return to see It aga1n. The 
fact that l don t have a car on cam pus IS 
irrelevant due to the current carpool ser-
vice we have run by Campion Hall girls, 
thatdeniesnobodyasecond,third,or fourth 
time of seeing it 
Thts past weekend, when about 15 
friends opted to go ice-skating over seeing 
"Titanic" AGAIN, I thought, "Wow, we're 
finally getting past this movie." Yet all too 
soon, the Dj at the skating rink began play-
ing song requests, and a group of fanatics 
stopped skating and stationed themselves 
in f rant of the loud speakers. 
As l watched them with one hand over 
their heartsandglazedover eyes, whilesigh-
ingrepeatedly,lracked my brain as to what 
could make intelligent, mature women be-
have in such an odd manner. 
It was then thai I knew; this is most 
likely a direct result of the John Carroll 
men. If the romance, sensitivity, and cre-
ative juices could start flowing in your 1-
track minds,f rozen to sports, beer, and ran-
dom hook-ups, we wouldn't be stuck in this 
predicament. 
Just look at a II these craze-d nven girls, 
searching fora man whocanofferusa little 
more. Well. lets JUSt be frank about It, we 
want a lot more. So please, g1ve us some-
thmgelse to talk about, to dream and obsess 
over besides Super Bowl statistics and cold 
p1zza. Nicolcjusseaume 
.... 
-
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Editorial opinion 
Roll Call: 
Strict attendonce policies spread 
It's the first day of class in the new semester and the teacher 
just passed out the dreaded course syllabus. As the mstructor 
rambles on about course Ob]!C(ives and requirements in stan-
cia rd first-day-of -class procea ure, most students fmd themselves 
mesmerized by a httle paragra phca lied, "The Attendance Policy." 
At this point, students find themselves in one of two boats. One 
we call the Titanic-where you sink after only three absences. 
The other we call the Carnival Luxury Cruiseliner (with Kathie 
Lee Gifford) that sets sail for all you can eat buffets, late night 
dancmg and sleep1ng all tlay (nght through class, of course). 
Glancing through syllabt from a number of classes offered at 
John Carroll, it's likely that many of you will find yourselves 
aboard the Titanic this semester. Some policies stipulate that 
more than three absences results in a lower grade for the course. 
Many students probably know that the three absence level 
can easily be surpassed in just a few short weeks of the 1.5-week 
semester. 
But if you're lucky, you m1ghtfinda more user-friendly atten -
dance policy. If you read between the lines, it goes a little some-
thmg l1ke thts, "Attendance 1s not mandawry, because I don't 
take attendance, don't notice who's here and who's not, and I 
don't dock your final grade for excessive absences-even if you 
only make a guest appearance in class on exam days." 
To be completely honest, the of[icial JCU policy on atten-
dance is the captain of the Titanic. As it states, "Students are 
expected to attend each and every scheduled meeting of all 
courses in which they are enrolled and to be present for the full 
class period. Absenteeism and tardiness; regardless of cause, are 
a threat to academic achievement." The policy allows for docu-
mented excused absences, but these only cover illness,accidents 
or other senous emergencies. 
Bummer. 
Nowhere in this policy are excuses such as hangovers, late-
mght drinking or lack of desire to get out of bed. 
While in the ideal world, we would go to class, take in a 
myriad of facts and hope they were enriching us, it's definitely 
prefcrabletopondertheimportantstuff(romtbe~~ -­
own bed ~~" 
Sure, we may be the ones missing out on a high quality liberal 
arts education when we decide to miss class after class, but you 
could also miss out on life if you let it pass you by. While those 
st udents who do make it to class and dedicate themselves to 
textbooks may have the perks of a stellar report card, the real 
world can't a! ways be learned in the classroom. Go our, enjoy life, 
meet people. Ina phrase, "Carpe Diem."(Um, l think I picked that 
up during one of my cameos in Philosophy lOl...) 
jones vs. Clinton 
loses focus 
Apparently Bill Clinton never realized Paulajones'high main-
tenance needs-maybe she would have stuck with him if he had. 
But now Jones has marched into a sexual harassment lawsuit 
against the president with new makeup, clothes and hairstyle 
Intending to depose Clinton. Not only does this come off as a 
cheap attempt on her part to make herself look "affair-worthy." 
but it seems like it could be a pathetic Republican strategy to 
indict Chnton 
Of course, a reliable answer can't come from Jones herself, 
who wid the media prior toraisinghersenlement f rom$700,000 
to $2 million, that she's not doing this for the money, and she 
simpl~wantsan apology. And why does she want an apology? 
Jones (in her Arkansas accent) told the media, "He [Clinton) 
'sposed' himself, and that's not right." 
Yet there's something about this estimated $20,000 new look, 
besides all the media anention it's getting. that could catch on. 
While Paula jones IS living proof of the negativity involved in 
taktng sexual harassment charges to trial. Yet, jones' life has 
taken an abrupt turn for the better since this lawsuit. She holds 
meetings, has book offers and a publicist. Her legal defense fund 
foots the bill for grooming and jewelry for media appearances. 
The saga conunues. Meanwhile, the public loses sight of the 
real issue: a womans cia 1m that the current president sexually 
harassed her while he was the governor of Arkansas. It seems 
basically cut and dry; yet the issue is muddled by the inclinations 
of the media findmg a story mjones' wardrobe instead of in her 
allegations of wrongdoing by the president and politicians' de-
s• res to advance their societal standing. 
Thus, therein lies the problem. There will be endless prob-
lems and d1.sagreemems in society, yet the mode of dealing with 
them needs to change. While the problems, unfortunately, may 
find their way into the careers of people, the people need not 
make a career off of the problems. 
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HIT: A four day week. miss: Not finding out a class is cancelled 
until the first day of school. miss[ing sleep]: DJ's on the 3-6a.m. 
time slot at WJCU radio. HIT: Campus security wiping the snow off 
your windshield ... Oh wait, they're checking for parking stickers. 
miss: The 'Titanic" obsession runs rampant on campus. HIT: The 
new, updated rec plex computer lab. miss: Cafeteria drink 
machines being shut off an hour before meal time ends. 
Staff Commentary 
Generation X: 
No time for politics 
At this point in my life, I feel I should be reading news-
papers and watching CNN daily just to be an educated 
individual, if for no other reason. After all, soon I will be a 
functioning mem berof society, wlth a job, bills, e c. But he 
truth is that even though 1 want to, I 
just don't have the time to. 
And so, the latest political devel-
opments fly by me. But I guess that 
just puts me in the majority of my 
peers. According to a survey released 
last week by the Higher Education 
Research Institute at the University 
of California at LosAngeles,America's 
latest group of college students (i.e. 
the class of 2001) is even less i mer-
ested in politics than previous classes. 
Brian Murphy 
Sports Editor 
Oddly enough, though, the largest 
U.S. study of college freshmen found that the political 
apathy was not because of an abundance of school work. 
That, however, was based on the fact that college freshmen 
reported spending less than six hours per week with their 
school work as high school seniors. 
As high school seniors? Comparing the senior year in 
high school to the freshman year in college is like compar-
ing Yanni with Henry Rollins. 
In the end, though, as has been the case throughout the 
1990s, the number saying it's important to pay attention to 
politics fell,as 26.7 percent ca lled it a priority, with a record 
low saying they talk about politics of ten. 
And why should politics be a prior ity? Who has time to 
pay attention to and discuss the latest tax reform bilP For 
the amount of money college costs today, we need to con-
centrate on getti ngjobs once we're out of school. 
Here's a personal example. Last week, I bought a class 
book consisting of about 200 photocopied pages (both 
sides) - and I haven't yet gotten volume two which has just 
as many pages. I'm also supposed to check the Internet, 
read newspapers and watch the news for class discussions. 
That's just one class of the five I'm taking. Now l don't 
mean tosingleout that class or instructor because there are 
many classes like it. It should be an interesting class, but 
one 1 can't possibly do all the work that's asked of me. 
!just don't have the time todoeverything the instructor 
wants. I havefourotherclasses(all with their own tests and 
projects), spend about 25 hours each week working on th is 
newspaper and another lOarWJCU because I need experi-
ence for the internships for which I'm now applying. 
Thus, politics are put on the backburner. Combining 
school, experience for the real world and a social life just 
leaves very little room, if any, for political discussion. 
And so, theanswerforall the experts, who mainly seem 
to be college professors, is this -look right in front of your 
face. Students are busy people with a lot on their plates. 
And politics is just a dessert for most. 
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Carroll's fop 10 
N011Year's 
Resolutions 
FORUM 
10. Stop swearitg 
9. Prit1k less 
8. Have tMOre 
patier.ce 
1. Maitt1am good 
relaliottStips 
wittl fatMily attd 
friet1ds 
6. Siay away frotM 
guys 
S.ltlcrwe 
spirifualtty I 
~d fhe Jible tttore 
1.. Study harder 
1 Exercise tMore and 
lose weight 
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The Ridde11 Holocaust 
Commentary by Patrick McGannon 
If you think that the leading 
cause of death in the United States 
is heart disease, stroke, or cancer, 
then think again The facts show 
that the leading cause of death in 
our country is abortion. Accord-
ing to the Center for Dtsease Con-
trol, each year between Uand !.6 
million children are killed by 
abortion. One child every 24 sec-
onds is kllled by abomon; that is 
more than 3,700 children a day 
One in every three pregnancies 
ends in abornon. Smce its legal-
ization in the U . on January 22, 
1973, there have been more than 
34 milhon children killed by this 
inhumane procedure. 
Many people mistakenly be-
lieve that most abortions are done 
for rape, incest, fetal abnormality, 
or the health of the mother. One 
could not be further from the 
truth. According to the Alan 
Guttmacher Institute, a research 
insmmespec1al1zingm reprcxluc-
tl ve stalls tics, 95 percent of abor-
tions are purely elective. On! y one 
percent of abort1ons are per 
formed for rape or incest, another 
one percent for fetal abnormali-
ties, and only three percent for 
the health of the mother. 
You may be asking yourself 
why I keep using the word "kill" 
when speaki ng of abort ion. Isn't 
the status of an unborn chi ld a 
religious issue? The answer is no. 
The status of an unborn child IS 
far from a religious 1ssue, it is a 
scientific one. Science says that 
three processes must be present 
for something to be defined as liv-
ing Thes.e processes arc metabo-
the type who would normally 
plow through the box for fun, he 
steps on the gas pedal. Suddenly, 
Gus noucesseveral childrendart-
mgoutof the box But, he does not 
know whether or not all of the 
children have exited theirtempo-
rary playhouse. Should he h1tthe 
box, or swerve to avoid n? I thmk 
that any rational person would 
swerve to avoid it. But why do we 
do this? We do th1s because we 
know a living human bemgmight 
be ins1de that box We give life the 
benefit of the doubt, and swerve 
to avoid the possible disaster. lf 
you do not think that SCience has 
resolved the debate on the status 
of the unborn, should our govern-
ment notg1ve human life the ben-
efit of the doubt and make abor-
tion illegal until it can prove that 
the unborn child is surely not 
alive? Fortunately, scten e has 
already determined that the un-
born child is alive and therefore 
the protection of the Innocent 
unborn should be guaranteed. 
Since aboruon kill a hving 
human bcmg, it should be out-
lawed except to save the life of the 
mother. Even in cases of rape and 
mcest, the unborn baby JS su it a 
living human being with the right 
to live. As long as we are talking 
about a livmg human being, no 
pro -abortion argumemcanstand. 
Nothing can be more important 
than human life. 
This bemg the anmversary of 
Roe vs. Wade, which legali zed 
abortion 25yearsago, 1 would like 
each of you to make a promise to 
yourse\£ l;or th women reading 
• t • d re 
production. All three of these 
characteristics are met by a pre-
born baby from the time of con-
ception. This unborn child has 46 
uniquec hromosomes which make 
it a human being. 
l r \5 L\.Xla ~th'.!.la,.:.t _ _ .....,__, 
you will choose life over II est 
if you nnd yourself trapped in an 
chick ... Put my needs before all others ... Get a job and a new car ... unplanned pregnancy. For the men reading this, make a promise 
Not kil ... Take over the world ... Sober up ... Get more today that if your girlfriend or wife 
involved ... Quit smoking ... Pass organic chemistry ... Find a boyfriend ... 
For those of you who do not 
accept science's definition of hu-
man life and still question the liv-
ing status of the unborn, let me 
give you a hypothetical scenario 
that may change your view. Gus is 
driving down the street when he 
sees a large refrigerator box lying 
in the middle of the road. Being 
experiences an unplanned preg-
nancy, you will give her the love 
Go to class on time ... Work on time-management ... Come to terms with 
my sexuality ... Become a better listener ... Convince my boyfriend to quit 
belching .. . Stop procrastinating ... Hunt and fish more ... Stop getting up at 
6 am in the mornings (ROTC) ... Become more aware of what I'm 
and support she needs in order to 
choose life. There are many non-
profit organizations in the Cleve-
land area staffed by loving volun-
teers that are willing to help any-
one experiencing a crisis preg-
wearing ... Learn Portuguese ... Be nicer to people ... nancy with both emotional and 
medical needs. 
• • 7wo taka on "1'itanic II 
At some time in the last few weeks, ev.-
ery male on thiscampushas probably heard 
these words: "You are going to see 'Titanic.' 
You have no choice." 
Don't get me wrong; "Titanic" is a good 
movie, or at least as good a movie as can be 
made when the viewer already knows the 
ending. I was shocked when 1 was told it 
only won the Golden Globe for Best Picture, 
rather than the award for the Best Picture 
EVER Made in the History of Cinema. Give 
mea break. The only thing bigger than the 
box office receipts is the number of people 
who have lost perspective in dealing with 
this movie. 
Keep in mind that it is a movie: it was 
made to take your money. Not that a few 
bucks is too much to pay for good entertain-
ment, but for some it has become an addic- . 
tion. See it once. Twice maybe. After that, 
dosomething with yourselves. Read a book. 
Wash your hair Write to your local con-
gressman Just don't sit and watch that 
movie for the twelfth time. 1 believe in the 
"good cr;•" theory, but what kind of perver-
slly are you indulgmgin when yourcathar-
siscomes from watching 1500 people die? 
You know you only cry for lovely Leo. 
! am not putting anyone down forweep-
mg at the f1lm It was hean-wrenchmg to 
watch somanypeopledie because of mans 
hubrisin his inventions. Guys, you can still 
be manly if you shed a tear or two. I myself 
did not cry, because I really couldn't hear 
the movie: the middle-aged woman in the 
once baggy but now stretch-pants with the 
clown makeup- you know her, she was in 
your theater, too- was crying louder than a 
Murphy Hall fire alarm. 
The worst of all is the unabashed deifi-
cation of Leonardo DiCaprio. He made an 
excellent performance, and his character 
was nobly written. But the last theater 1 
went to (to see a movie besides "Titanic"-
try it! you might like it!) they were handing 
out complimentary beach towels so the 
women could mop up their own drool after 
seeing Leo. What can besoappealingabout 
him? lf I lost thinypoundsand looked like 
1 was temporarily suspended in puberty, 
would women worship at my feet? 
So I leave you with some parting advice. 
Women, get a hold of yourselves! How dis-
turbed would you be with your men if they 
constantly yearned for a Hollywood star. 
You can never have jack Dawson; he is lying 
at the bottom of the ocean. If that doesn't 
bnng you back toreality,happyswlmmtng! 
And guys,! suggest trying tosketchas many 
naked women as possible, if 'Titanic"isany 
gauge, you could becometheobjectof every 
g•rl'sdreams -Tom Franzinger 
Alright guys, seeing as you might not be 
the brightest bulbs on the chandelier, I'm 
going to give you a little clue about why so 
many girls get emotional and teary-eyed 
during "Titanic." Sure, there are other great 
love stories out there, yet every Carroll girl 
thinks she is Kate Winslet and is looking for 
her Leonardo DiCaprio, the love of her life. 
This fanatic, die-hardsisterhood is mul-
tiplying faster than rabbits, and if you have 
not already been bombarded by the broads, 
look out! Why are they evolving at warp 
speed? They've seen the light, and stum-
blingoutof Quinnswith you isquitefrankly 
dulling their lives. 
We want depth, a man motivated by 
something more than the endless cycle of 
Taco Bell commercials, football, sex, drink-
ing .. Thecharacter)ack,"on the other hand 
is interested in art,dancing,seeing the world, 
searching for meaning. and what makes 
people tick. 
Even though I am a female, I will not get 
all gushy about DiCaprio. I am here to help 
you understand and sympathize with our 
sad options for a relationship. 
I am becoming accustomed and even 
empathetiC to getting the th1rd degree on 
how many times I've seen this fl1ck and 
how soon I can return to see it agam. The 
fact that I don't have a car on campus is 
irrelevant due to the current carpool ser-
vice we have run by Campion Hall girls, 
tha tdenies nobody a second, thlfd,or fourth 
time of seeing it. 
This past weekend , when about 15 
friends opted to go ice-skating over seeing 
"Titanic" AGAIN, I thought, "Wow, we're 
finally getting past this movie." Yet all too 
soon, the DJ at the skating rink began play-
ing song requests, and a group of fanatics 
stopped skating and stationed themselves 
in front of the loud speakers. 
As I watched them with one hand over 
their hearts and glazed over eyes. while sigh-
ing repeatedly, tracked my brain as to what 
could make intelligent, mature women be-
have in such an odd manner. 
It was then that I knew; this is most 
likely a direct result of the John Carroll 
men. If the romance, sensitivity, and cre-
ative juices could start flowing in your!-
track mi nds,f rozen to sports, beer, and ran-
dom hook-ups, wewouldn'tbestuckinthis 
predicament. 
just look at all these craze-dnven gtrls, 
searching fora man who can offer usa little 
more. Well, lets JUSt be frank about it, we 
want a lot more. So please, give us some-
thingelse to talk about, to dream and obsess 
over besides Super Bowl statistics and cold 
pizza. -Nicoleju ~ea14mt 
-
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HELP WANTED 
Restaurant staff needed. 
Upscale restaurant in Solon is 
looking for reliable stafffor PT/ 
FT hours as servers, bussers, 
hosts and bartenders. 
Personality more important than 
experience. Call 542-1000. 
Farmers Insurance & Financial 
Services has two openings for 
PT marketing assistants. 
Afternoon, evening and 
weekend hours are available. 
$7/bour plus bonus. Should 
have people, communication & 
computer skills. Green & 
Mayfield office. Call29 1-54J5. 
Direct Care. Share a smile with 
a child this holiday season! The 
Hallie Larlham Foundation 
provides community home care 
to children and young adults 
with mental retardation I 
developmental di sabi lities 
throughout NE Ohio. An 
opportunity is available in 
Shaker Heights to care for a 10-
year-old male. The hours for 
this position are Tuesdays, 3:30 
-8:30pm, and flexible weekend 
shifts. For information, call 
Ms. Alloway, 1-800-551-2658. 
Direct Care. Share a smile with 
a child this holiday season! The 
Hattie Larlham Foundation 
provides community home care 
to children and young adults 
with mental retardation I 
developmental disabilities 
throughout NE Ohio. An 
opportunity is available to care 
for a 13-year-old young man 
with cerebral pal sy 1n the 
Beachwood area. The hours for 
this position are 8am - 8pm, 
every day of the week. For 
information, call Ms. Alloway, 
1 -800-551-265R 
First grade tutor needed. Tutor 
to assist a first grade girl 
attending Laurel with reading 
and homework. In our Shaker 
Heights home (5 minute drive 
to JCU). For approximately 
one hour a night , 2-3 night~ a 
week. l'\rnval and departure 
lime flexible (between 5pm and 
8pm is best). Wage is 
negotiable. References 
requested. If you are open to 
occassionall y babysit, it is a plus 
(twin 2-year old siblings). for 
more information, call 751-
4039 after 9pm. 
The office of admission ts 
currently seeking enthusiastic 
freshmen through seniors to 
volunteer as tour guides, class 
hosts, lunch hosts, and overnight 
hosts. Please call Jane at 397-
1715 and leave a message. 
Free T-shirt + $1000. Credit 
Card fundraisers for fraternities, 
sorori ties & groups. Any 
campus organization can raise 
up to $1000 by earning a 
whopping $5.00/VISA 
application. Call 1-800-932-
0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers 
receive FREET-SHIRT. 
Earn $750- $1500/week. Raise 
all the money your student 
group needs by sponsoring a 
VISA Fundraiser on your 
campus. No investment & very 
little time needed. There 's no 
obligation, so why not call for 
information today. Call1-800-
323-8454 ext. 95. 
SII l'ERS NEEDED 
Summer 1998 - full time (or 
possible part-time) nanny 
position for two small children. 
Daily variety, lots of outdoor 
adventure, good working 
environment, some flexiblilty 
ofschedule! Good pay. Driving 
and car a must! Call Ellen at 
932-2372. 
Afternoon babysitting for two 
happy, well-behaved girls, 3 and 
5. Fun and lots of action! Good 
pay. Car a must. Start now. 
CaJI Ellen at 932-2372. 
Needed: Reliable, level-headed 
s tudent to supervise self-
sufficient8 year-old after school 
( 4-6:30) 2-3 days a week in our 
home. Must like kids, have car 
and references, and be non-
smoker. Start Jan. 20-31. $10/ 
hr. Call 464-2032, evenings. 
Care for a 2 l/2 year old and a 5-
month old in my Shaker Heights 
home. Thursday 9AM-3PM., 
Friday mormng and occassional 
weekends. Willing to split 
hours/day between two 
students. Experience with 
infants and toddlers a must. 
Own transportation preferred. 
References required. $7/hour. 
Call Beth at 991-4392. 
Nannies needed now. Full-time 
and part-time positions 
available. Work around your 
school schedule. Need: own 
transportation, 2 1/2 plus years 
experience working with 
children, great references. Call 
Always Tender Care, Inc. 440-
543-0336. 
C1a<>sificd a<h cost S3.(XJ for the lit'il ten wonh and $.20 for e-t<:h additional word. To !'lace a 
c!=tlil-d ad, it muSI be typed or handwritt~n clenrly ;md legibly and sent to or dn>pped olht thc 
Carroll Nev.,otr ... .., wtlh p;~ymcnl. <1a'"''"'"" ath wtU not run wtthout pn:-paymcnl. Oas.tfie<J, 
will not be taken ovcrthc phont. llle <kadline tor cla,sili<-d mb j_, noon l>f the Mon<Lly prior to 
publica lion 
For AD Rilles and lofolllllltloo 
Bu,;,.,.,; (216) •97-419X 
Fax I Data (216) W7-17N 
Gencr.U Into: (2l6):l'l7-1711 
Mail to U.\ at; 
"llle C<~m~l Nc'" 
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Univer.uy HeighL'- OH +Ifill 
!::-maD to the CN at: 
Cln IN." '(ct.J."""J.lldil 
Childcare needed: responsible, 
caring person - 3:30 - 6pm. T, 
Th. Walk from Campus. Good 
8 yr. old boy. Call 371-2108 
after 8pm. 
Shaker couple seeks JCU 
student w/car for child care in 
their home, M & F from 9am to 
noon for spring semester. Even-
tempered 2y/o. Call Eric or 
Sara, 991-1608. E-mail: 
ecorty@juno.com. 
FOR RENT 
University Heights, newly 
remodeled, two bedrooms, plus 
den, up. Appliances, garage, 
hardwood floors, central air, 
easywalktoJCU. $750/month. 
216-397-3300. Leave message. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Valentine gifts- give a gift your 
Valentine will love! 100% 
guaranteed sterling sliver rings, 
chains, earrings, bracelets, etc. 
Wholesale prices. Call 925 
collection (we're alumni) at 
382-8354 for no-obligation on 
campus showing. Don ' t 
dissapoint your Valentine and 
call today . 
Waterbed frame with drawers, 
heater, 2 sets sheets. Queen 
size$100. 371-2108after8pm. 
Roommate needed - $200 plus 
utilities . Great location -
Mayfield Road South Euclid. 
Please call 412-279-4697. 
Roommate wanted: Male or 
female to share 3 bdrm. house 
in Beachwood. Will consider 
pets. Furnished. $450 month 
includes utilites, available 
immediately. Call Chris at 514-
7018 (evenings). 
Best Hotel ' , lowest prices. All 
Springbreak locations. Florida, 
Cancun, etc. from $89, register 
your group or be our Campus 
Rep. Inter-campus programs 
800-327-6013 www.icpt.com. 
Seized cars from $175. 
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, 
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 
4WD's. Your area. Toll free 1-
800-218-9000ext. A-15365 for 
current listings. 
Free cash grants! College. 
Scholarships. Bu inesses. 
Medical bills. Neverrepay. Toll 
Free 1-800-218-9000 ext. G-
15365. 
PERSONALS 
Al-I- hats (or something) off to 
us for the quad incident! -N 
l111E f Lll? SIIUE 
ACROSS 
I Barracks 
furnishing 
4 Prefu for 
ann or 
array 
7 Furlough 
12 Gorilla 
13 Mind-read-
ing ability 
14 It's all !.he 
rage 
15 Actor 
Harrison 
16 Fixer-
upper's 
event? 
18 Lingerie 
buy 
19 Comman-
deers 
20Window 
part 
22 Just out 
23 Heming-
way 
sobriquet 
27 Peculiar 
29 Atlantic 
game fish 
31 Basil-and-
garlic 
recipe 
34 Terra-
35 Star of 
Buffalo 
Bill's show 
37 Kinsey 
subject 
38 Entreat 
39 Macabre 
monogram 
41 Skywalk-
er's mentor 
45 Michael 
Caine 
movie 
47 Glutton 
48 Hunters' 
hideout 
52 Chopper 
53 The little 
mermaid 
54 Scott Jop-
line's style 
55 Author 
Yutang 
56 Move 
slightly 
57 Tarzan 
portrayer 
Ron 
~~aced 
I Starches 
and sugars, 
for short 
2 Phantom's 
bailiwick 
3 Ewings' 
home 
4 Arrears 
5 Marooned 
one's 
refuge 
6 Stiletto heel 
7 Young 
gents 
8 Conclusion 
9 Khan title 
"When you said you'd given 
up cigarettes, I assumed .. ." 
10 Examine 
II Previous 10 
I 7 Sala-
mander 
21 With 
fervor 
23 Substitute 
24 Suitable 
25 Cauldron 
26 Literary 
collection 
28 Anony-
mous-John 
30 Expert 
31 Burst 
32Com 
serving 
33 Reggae-
like music 
36 Holler 
37 Back-
related 
40 Blazing 
42 lridescem 
gems 
43 The Con-
federacy 
44 Rep 
45 Competent 
46 Nervous 
48 Touch 
lightly 
49 Neighbor 
of Arg. 
50 Hero of 
Spanish 
literature 
51 St. 
Bernard's 
burden 
" ... ""' __ .. __ _ 
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